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By Fred M. Reinhart, W. F. Hess, R. A. Wyant,
F. J. Winsor, and R. R. Nash

SUMMARY

TECHUBWY IUiFB,NM

This qeport describes an investi~tion to determine the effect of
spot-weld quality on the corrosion behavior of panels fabricated from
alclad 2kS-T3j 2%-T3, R-301-T6, alclad XB75S-T6, ad XB75S-T6, all of
O.O@-inch thickness; and R-301-T6 of 0.020-tich thickness. The panels
were welded at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy, New York.
The exposure tests and visual observations-of corrosion were conducted
by the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. After exposure
the panels were returned to the Rensseher Polytechnic’Institute for
mechanical tests of the welds and metallographic examination of typical
weld sections.

This investigation disclosed that exposures of 1.year to tidewater
and 3 years to weather had practically no effect on the shear strength
of sound spot welds in O.O~-tich .alclad2&S-T3. Similmlyj exposures
of 3 years in tidewater and 3 years in weather had practically no effect
on the shear strength of sound spot welds in O.020-inch R-301-T6,
O.O~-inch R-301-T6, and O.O~-tich alclad XB75S-T6. When spot welds
in chemically prepared O.Ok)-inch alclad 2&-T3 sheet exhibited such
defects as internal wacks, surface cracks, expelled metal, and dirty
surfaces, exposure to tidewater and weather still had little effect on
the shear strength of the welds. Observation of corrosion product
distribution and metal.lographicexsmination, however, indicated that
such defects as surface cracks and contamination of the cladding render
spot welds in the clad materials susceptible to localized corrosion.
In the present investi@tion the conditions of exposure and the protec-’
tive effect of adjacent cladding were such that the localized corrosion
did not proceed to a point where it could affect the shear strength of
the welds. The alloys 2&-T3 and XB75S-T6 were found to be extremely
susceptible to corrosion without adequate protection in the form of
anodizing and patiting. The alclad 2@-T3 sheet which was prepared for
spot-weldingby wire brushtig appeared to be somewhat susceptible to
general corrosion. Furthermore, exposure to tidewater and weather was
found to reduce the shear strength of spot welds in alclad 2~-T3 sheet
which had been wire-brushed. Caution was found necessary in spot-welding
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sheet h which my aPprecidle diffusion of al-lo*g
the core tito the cladtig has occurred as a consequence

of improper heat treatment. In such sheet even spot-weldingunder
optimum conditions tends to accentuate the Hfusion which may in time
reduce the corrosion resistance of the cladtig and eventually lead to
localized corrosion of the weld area and loss of weld strength. Exposure
to tidewater and weather deftiitely reduced the shear strength of spot
welds h O.OX)-inch R-301-T6 sheet made with dirty electrodes aud
exhibiting surface cracks. The corrosion resistance of defective welds
in O.O@-inch R-301-T6 and O.Ob-inch alclad ~75S-T6 WTLSnot ffly
revealed in this investigationbut the results were generally favorable.

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this investigationwas to determine the
corrosion behavior of spot-welded aluminum-alloy panels which were pre-
pared to exhibit different degees of weld quality. Tidewater and
weather exposure tests had been made on such panels before but with
practically no attention to the effect”of spot-weld quality on the
results. In the latter work the emphasis had been on comparing alloys
and methods of assmbly (reference 1).

In this investigation it was desired to compare sound spot welds
made under optimm conditions with spot.welds exhibiting the following
defects:

(1) Internal cracks

(2) External cracks

(3) ~elled metal between faylag surfaces

(4) Dirty surfaces due to &&_@ electrodes

It was also desired to compsre the corrosion beha~ior of sound
spot welds h sheet whose surfaces were prepared by wire brushing with
sound s_potwelds in sheet which had been chemically surface-treated.
The effects of anodizing and painting on the corrosion behavior of
certain panels were also to be observed. Ori@nally, it was also desired
to compare sound spot welds made with the usuzilcapacitor-discharge
equipment with welds mibjetted to an alternating-currentpreheat prior
to the capacitor discharge, and with welds s~jected to an alternating-
current POstheat following the capacitor discharge. Unfortunately,
lack of lmowledge of the effects of preheating and postheating and
limitations in equipment prevented the satisfactorywelding of the latter
types of panels at the time the other panels were prepared.

..
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was Mnited in scope to two materials:
2hS-T3 and alclad 2~-T3, both in the O.oko-inch gage. All of the ‘
2@-T3 panels and half of the alclad panels exhibiting welds with surface
cracks and dirty surfaces were anodized. Two series of 2hs-T3 panels
were painted after anodizing. At a later date the investigationwas
extended to include the newer high-strength alumlnum alloys, R-301-T6
in the O.OX)- and O.O@-inch gages, alclad m75s-T6 in the O.O@-inch
&ge and XB75S-T6 in the O.O@-inch gage. Panels were exposed to both
tidewater and weather, and the results have been evaluated largely h
terms of distribution of corrosion products and effeets on weld strength.

This investigation was conducted by the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute and the National Bureau of Standards with the suggestions and
the financial assistance of the Materials Laboratory, Air Materiel
Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base; the”Bureau of Aeronautics of
the Navy Department; and the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

PREPARATION OF TEST PANELS

Design.- The test panels were designed as shown in figure 1. The

over-all dimensions and location of mounting holes were deterndned by
the exposure racks on which the panels were to be mounted. It was
intended that welds 1 to 4 were to be individually tested h shear, and
that welds 9 and 10 were to be tested in normal tension. Welds 5 to 8
were intended for radiographic and metallogaphic examination.

Panel schedule.- The original plans called for the preparation of

eight panels for each of the nine conditions shown in table I. out of
each group of eight panels three were to be mibjected to tidewater
exposure, three to weather exposure, and two were to be safely preserved
in the unexposed condition for comparison. The panels of series 2 and
series 8 never did materialize because, at the time the rest of the
panels were welded, there was no information or experience to serve as
a basis for the intelligent selection of conditions for welding panels
with preheat or panels which had been assembled prior to their surface
treatment. As it turned out, the welding of the panels with postheat
in series 3 should not have been attempted for the same reason. At a
later date the plan was extended, as shown in table 1, to include panels
of the high-strength aluminum alloys, R-301-T6 and n75s-T6.

Surface preparation.- All panels were first degreased in

trichloroethylenevapor. After the precleaning operation the panels
were subjetted to the surface treatment recorded in table II. The
panels of series 6 were left with untreated faying surfaces to promote
expulsion of metal from the welds. Following the chemical surface
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treatient the panels were rinsed in clean cold water. The 2kS-T3
panels were dried by wiping, whereas the R-301-T6 and XB75S-T6 panels
were dried in clean air. In preparing the R-301-T6 and XB75S-T6 panels
the vapor decreasing was preceded by an acetone wash.

spot-welding.- The panels were spot-welded on a machine of the

capacitor-dischargetype (Federal Spot Welder Type P2-30-RA, Serial
No. 8707). The welding current was controlled by means of a special
unit which made possible the passage of an alternating-currentpreheat
or postheat in conjunction with the capacitor discharge. The welding
conditions are ~ized in table III(a). Additional data on actual
machine settings are recorded in table III(b). The welding conditions
were vsried from one series of p=els b another ~ order to obtain the
desired weld quality. In all series the magnitude of the welding current
was adjusted to give a weld of desired size as determined by the quick
section technique. Clean electrode tips and a forging force were always
employed when spot welds of the best quality were to be obtatied.
Cracking of the desired degee was secured by strategic omission of the
forgtig force h combination with a reduction in the welding force, and
sometimes with an ticrease h current. Dirty weld surfaces were obtained
by welding with dirty electrodes which had been ptiosely fouled by
welding a few pieces of untreated material at frequent intervals.
Strange as it may seem, considerable difficulty was experienced in
maintaining the electrode tips h a dirty condition in welding the
2&LT3 panels. At the start of each run the tips were fouled by welding
a few pieces of “untreatedal.clad2@-T3 sheet. The tips invariably
cleaned themselves very rapidly as the welding of the 2&-T3 sheet
progressed. This is quite the o~osite of tip behavior in welding
dchd 2hs-T3. The difference is believed to be due b the difference
in surface hsdness of the two materials. A special current wave form
consisting of a capacitor discharge followed by an ,alternating-current
postheat was used only in series 3 and P3. A rapidly rising current
wave form was employed-in series 1, Pl, 3, and P3, whereas a slowly
rising wave form was mployed in all other series. All of the alclad
and 2kS-T3 panels were welded in the sprtig of 1943. The R-301-T6 and
n75s-T6 panels were welded h the spring of 1944.

Radiography.- Following the wd&@j @J. panels were radiographer

to determine which welds were cracked and which were crack-free. With
the exception of a few welds the desired results were obtained.

Anodizing.- All of the 2@-T3 panels and two series

alclad 2&-T3 panels (7 and 10) were anodized at the New
Plant of the Aluminum Company of America. The followin.g
followed:

of the

Kensington
procedure was

,
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(1) The pauels were ftist cleaned by imneraing for 1 ndnute in a
6-ounce-per-ga~on Oakite Aviation cleaner at 180° F. The panels were
then racked and treated h batches of 14 pieces per rack. They were
anotically coated in a solution containing approximately 35 gr-
per liter of chromic acid”operatedat 950 F with apH of 0.75. The
voltage was ticreased at the ‘rateof about 8 volts per minute to ~ volts,
and the anodic treatment then continued for 30 mutes at that voltage.

(2) The panels were rinsed, more thoroughly perhaps then usual,
in order to remove the chromic acid which bled from the Qped joints.
This was done by hmerstig in water and drain@ in air five”times in
succession. The panels were then unracked and dried.

Unfortunately, in the anodiztig operation it was not realized that
both 2kS-T3 and alclad 2kS-T3 panels were being treated. When one
group failed to produce any coating, the ends were lightly filed to
insure contactand the psmels recoated as before. The panels so treated
are believed to have been the alclad 2~-T3 panels h series 7t.

Patiting.. After being anodized, two series of the 2k-T3 panels
(Pl’ = were painted-at the Naval Research Laboratory in accord-
ance with the specificationsof the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy
Depar_t. The painttig consisted of two coats of a P-27 primer, and
two coats of a nonsecular lacquer, gay, M-485-C.

En’osuRE TESTS .

The panels were exposed, both in the marine atmosphere and in the
tidewater”at the U. S. Naval Air Station, Hanpton Roads, Virginia.
The Ustribution of panels with respect to type and duration of exposure
is shown in table IV. The tidewater panels were suspended vertically
with theti 14-fich length along the horizontal axis at mean tide level
so that they were completely imuersed at high tide and completely exposed
to the atmosphere.at low tide. The psnels exposed in the atmosphere
were inclined at an angle of 45° from the horizontal and faced east-
southeast. The A sides (fig. 1) were exposed toward the s= and welds
nuniberedfrom 1 to 4 were h the upper half of the panels.

%

The results of the visual examinations of the corroded alloys
after various periods of exposure are given h tables V to
inclusive. The capital letters and numerals in the tables
the followimg types and degrees of corrosive attack:

A no corrosion products

‘B ring of corrosion products just tiside”circumference”
illustrated in figure 2

.

n, -
signify

of weld as
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products in center of weld as illustrated in

corrosion p~oducts on circumference (rim of depressed srea) of
weld, a typical example of which is shown in figure h

rough discolored rtig inside circumference of weld, darker than
main portion of panel as shown in figue 5

dark gray colored area in center of weld as shown in figure 6

corrosion products general, that is, about eq=l~ ~s~ibuted on
the welds and the rest of the paael (This is illustrated h
fig. 7, which is the earthward surface of a panel after 36 months
of exposure in marine atmosphere. Skyward surfaces of panels,
psnels exposed h tidewater, and psmels exposed for shorter
periods of time (less than 36 months) were not necessarily as
severely corroded as that shown h fig. 7, but tifo~*Y of
corrosive attack was about the same in each case.)

brown statis or corrosion products with yellow color, ~~cat~g
seepage of chromic acid

corrosion products 1/16 to 1/8 inch in diameter, mostly on top
third of psmel and equally distributed on welds and main part
of panel

general severe corrosion on

corrosive attack in form of
in figure 9

s-potwelds as illustrated in figuxe 8

patterned ring on spot weld as shown

welds sepsrated at faying surfaces as shown in figure 10

general pitting type of corrosive attack .

cracks visible on surface of welds as illustrated h figure 11

deep pitting, corrosive attack penetrated weld spot to interface
between the two sheets; entire weld consisted of corrosion pro-
ducts (Illustrationsof these two conditions are sho~m in
figs. 12 and 13.)

deeply pitted dark ring on circumference of weld as illustrated
h figure 14

corrosive attack penetrated sheet from faying surface to outer
surface

——- .-—— .———. ——— .. —_______ . . ...— —.
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1 corrosion products between faytig surfaces forced
a maximum distance of 1/16 inch (Illustrations
of fa@g surfaces are shown h figs. 17 ~d 16.

7

sheets apart
of separations
)

2 corrosion products between faying surfaces forced sheets apart
a distance of 2/16 in~

3 corrosion products between faytig surfaces forced sheets apart
a distance of 3/16 tich

Discussion of Results

2k%T3 andalclad2&-T3.- Aft& 2 days of exposure in the tide-

water all of the unpainted, anodized 2&-T3 panels were covered with
white corrosion products. On the panels in which the spot welds were
cracked to the surface and e~elled (seriesP5-6)1, a ring of white
corrosion products formed a concentric circle within the circumference
of each weld, only on one side of the panels. A typical example of
this formation is shown in fi~e 2. Such rings were alho present on
some of the sound spot welds having Z-percent or less penetration
(series 9), on unanodized alclad 2kS-T3 panels with sound welds having
~-percent or less penetration (series 1), and on ‘tpoor”welds made
with cllrtyelectrode tips resulting in surface bqrning or blackening
(series 7),

.

This early rapid attack on the anodized 2~-T3 panels resulted
because their treatment was not in accordance with the best recommended
practice. These panels were anodized in a bath containing 3.5 percent
chromic acid, operated at @ volts, for approximately 30 minutes. More
corrosion-resistsntcoatings are obtained when the chromic acid concen-
tration is about 9.5 percent and when the period of treatient is
prolonged to 1 hour. Panels of 2@-T3 alloy treated in accordance with
this practice showed little evidence of corrosive attack after exposure
for 1 month under similar conditions at the same location.

The alclad 2@-T3 panels were uncorroded after 2 days of exposure
in the tidewater, except for the welds. Sound welds having ~-percent
or less penetration (series 3) and welds made with tity electrode tips
(series 7) were unattached. Corrosion products were found at the centers
of some welds on panels welded so as to leave high residual stresses
(series 4); panels with cracks visible on the surface of the welds
(s&ies 5); and panels with fins of weld metal expelled between the
sheets [series 6), a typical example of which is shown in figure 3.

%hnibers in parentheses refer to panel numbers given in table IV.

.
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On anodized psmels welded so that cracks were visible on the swface of
the welds (series lo), white corrosion products sharply outlined these
cracks.

The ap~earance of the pauels after 1 month was essentially the same
as aft= 2 days of exposure in the tidewater.

In general, with the exceptions noted later, there were no signifi-
cant changes In the surface appearance of the panels between the second
and twelfth month of exposure in the tidewat~. Most of the corrosive
attack on the anodized 2&S-T3 panels occurred at the faying surfaces
after the first month of exposure. The reason for this“was that the
panels were anodized after they “werespot-welded,hence the faying
surfaces were not anodically coated.

L

Corrosion products approxhately
1 8 inch thick accmmlated between the faytig surfaces of the anodized
2 -T3 panels after 6 months of exposure (fig. 15), and they were
about 3/16 inch thick titer 12 months of exposure (fig. 16). Such
corrosion products were present, but to a lesser degree, on the anodized
and patited 2kS-T3 panels but were not present on the alclad
2&T3 panels.

The 2~-T3 panels on which corrosion products were present in
greatest quantity at the 1- by 4-inch Weas of overlap were: One with
sound welds having ~-percent or less penetration (series Pl)j one with
sound welds having ~-percent or less penetration using a hot postheat
(seriesP3), one with welds crac~d to the surface and expelled
(series P>6) (6 months of exposure in the tidewater), and one with
welds cracked to the surface and expelled (series P5-6) (12 months of
exposure in the tidewater). After 12 months of exposure in the tMe-
water, the 2!-%T3 panel, which was welded so as to leave high residual-
stresses so that any given weld may or may not contain ftie internal
cracks (seriesP4), was completely separated at the 1- by 4-inch overlap.
On the areas of overlap, which were 4 by.5 inches, corrosive attack
starting at the faying surfaces penetrated the sheet in some areas.
Holes so formed were present on the following 2@-T3 panels after
E’ months of exposure in the tidewater: One with sound welds having
n-percent or less penetration (seriesPl), one with sound welds having
m-percent or less penetration using a hot postheat (seriesP3), one
with welds cracked to the surface and expelled (seriesP>6) (6 months
of exposure), one h which the welds were made with dirty electrode
tips (series~) ,‘and one with sound welds having ~-percent or less
penetration (seriesP9).

After’24 months of expo&e in the martie atzuosphere,the ‘qmtity
of corrosion products on the panels was somewhat ~eater than on thos+
removed after X2 months of exposure. The products were confined chiefly
to the earthward surfaces, and were more or less uniformly distributed
on the welded and unwelded areas with the following exceptions: The

.
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corrosion products were considerably thicker on the earthward surfaces
(side B) of welds numbered 5 through 10 thsm on the unwelded areas of

1- the fOllOtig alclad 2@-T3 PJAS: One with sound welds having
n-percent or less penetration (series 1), one with cracked welds hzming
cracks visible on the surface (series ~), one on which fins of weld
metal were expelled between.the sheets (series 6), smd,one on which the
welds were made with &b?ty electrode tips (series 7)0 On the panel with
sound welds haviag m-percent or less penetration (series 1), the
corrosion products were also heatier on the welds numbered 1 through 4
on the esrthwsrd surface (side B, fig. 1).

Mter 24 months of qogure b the msrine atmosphere, the welds on
all the anodized 2kS-T3 panels, ties_pective of the techd.que used b
their preparation, exhibited no evidence of severe corrosion. Products
of corrosion were present to about the same extent on these welds as
on the remainder of the sheet. All of the welds on the al@ad
2kS-T3 panels were in good condttion except welds nunibered5 through 10
on the panel with cqacked welds with cracks visible at the surface
(series 5), on one tiich had fins of weld metal expelled between the
sheets (series 6), and on one on which the welds were made with dirty
electrode tips (series 7).

There was no evidence of p&nt failures or of corrosion products
on the painted panels after 24 months of exposme’ in the marine
atmosphere.

At the end of 36 months of exposure h the martie atmosphere the
quantity of corrosion products on the esrthward surfaces of the’panels
was greater thsa on those removed from exposure at the end of 24 months.
On the alclad 2kS-T3 panels fabricated with cracked welds [series 5)
and,with dirty electroik tips (series 7), the corrosion products on the
earthwsrd surfaces were considerably tl@cker on the welds numbered 5
though” 10 than on the remaining portions of the panels. The anodized
alclad 2kS-T3 panels fabricated with dirty electrode tips ~series 7)
and with cracked w+l.ds(seriesJ.(3)were li@t gray on their slgward
surfaces smd mottled with dark say spots. On the earthward smfaces
the corroded areas were fewer than on the anodized 2kS-T3 panels but
were larger in diameter. .

XB75S-T6, alclad XB75S-T6, and R-301-T6.- The spot welds on the.

D75s-T6 panels were selectively attacked when exposed >oth in the
tidewater and in the martie atmosphere irrespective of whether the
welding technique was ‘rgood”or ‘*poor.” These welds were consi-ably
corroded after 2 days of exposure in the tidewater and were severely
corroded at the end of 2 weeks, as is illustrated in figure 17. After
12 months it was evident that the attack was most severe in a ring of ‘
pits on the circumference of the welds (fig. 14) and that the depth of

.
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these pits increased with time. Ult&tely the centers of some of the
welds were also severely attacked (fig. 8) and after 24 months of
exposuxe in the tidewater complete penetration of the weld metal was
effected in some cases (figs. I-2and 13).

Duxbg spot-welding the high temperatures attained and the rapid
rates of heattig and cooling may have &used some grain-boundary fusion,
which possibly was accompanied by local precipitation of some constituent
out of solid solution. The corrosion resistance in sreas of grati-
boundary fusion or h those containing local precipitates of either
cathodic or anodic constituents would be impaired under most conditions
of exposure.

The XB75S-T6 panel fabricated with poor welds had separated into
its three component parts when it was removed frcm the tidew’at~ after
36 months of exposure. The faying surfaces after cleaning to remove
the corrosion products are shown in figure 10. The corrosive attick on
these surfaces was severe, tith pits of considerable dep~~ aPProx*telY
one-thtid the thickness of the sheet, in the area adjacent to weld 7.

The welds in the XB75S-T6 panels were also severely attacked after
7 months of exposure in the m&ine atmosphere, this attack being more
severe on the panels welded with the poor technique.

The welds made with the poor technique on the alclad XB75S-T6 and
R-301-T6 panels were attacked more than those made with the good tech-
nique after 7 months of exposure in the tidewater. The attack on the
poor welds frequently was chsracterizedby a pattern suggesting an
origin associated with the dirty weltig electrode tiP~ ~ examPle of
which is illustrated in figure 9. This pattern invariably occurred
only on one side of a panel. It was also present on panels with poor
welds after 12, 24, and 36 months of exposure. In no case was it present
on the good welds on these materials exposed in the tidewater for
periods up to 36 months.

Poor welds numbered 5 and 6 on the 0.020-inch-thickR-301-T6 panel
had split apart at the faying surfaces and the latter were somewhat more
corroded than the outer surfaces of the sheets after 12 months of expo-
sure in the tidewater.

The good welds on the alclad XB75S-T6 and R-301-T6 panels were
corroded to about the same extent as the main portion of the panels after
7 months of exposure in the marine atmosphere while the poor welds
were corroded more than the main portion of the panels. These same con-
ditions were obtained for exposures as long as 36 months.

There was no evidence of electrolytic corrosion of the “core”
materials of the alclad XB75S-T6 and R-301-T6 alloys along the cut edges

“
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of the panels after 36 months of exposure in the tidewater and in the
marine atmosphere.

There were no indications of the accumulation of corrosion products
at the faying surfaces of the D7x.T6, alclad D75s-T6, and
R-301-T6 panels after 36 m“nths of exposure in the marine atmosphere.

.

.

Some corrosion products had accumulated at the faying surfaces of
the XB75S-T6 panels after 12 months of exposure in the tidewater. TWO
poor spot welds on the O.020-inch-thickR-301-T6 panel had parted at
the faying surfaces, and these surfaces were more corroded than the
outer surfaces. There were corrosion products at the faying surfaces
on all except the alclad XB7%-T6 panels at the end of 24 months of
exposure h the tidewater. These products were at least twice as thick
oc the XB75S-T6 panels as on the R-301-T6 panels. At the end of
36 months of exposure in the tidewater, there were corrosion products
at the faying surfaces of all the panels. They were much thicker on
the n75s-T6 than on the alclad ~75s-T6 and the R-301-T6 panels. The
poor welds on the X1375S-T6panel had parted at the fa~g surfaces
which were considerably more corroded than the outer surfaces. Deep
wide pits were found h the centers of the surfaces of the ~ by ‘j-tich
overlap●

The surfaces of the D75s-T6, alglad XB75S-T6, and R-301-T6 panels
were unattached for the first 7 months of exposure in the tidewater
but shallow pitttig developed in scattered areas durtig the next 5
months. The pitting became more general during the succee~g 12 months
and ticreased in depth up to 36 months of exposure. The pits in the
R-301-T6 panels were larger in diameter but appesred to be no deeper than
those in the XB75S-T6 and the alclad XB75S-T6 panels.

The skyward surfaces of the panels @o sed h the marine atmosphere
turned a dirty gray color aridwere mottled with occasional areas of thin
white corrosion products during the first 12 months of exposure. In
the succeeding 24 months the panels darkened in color.and the mottling
became general.

The earthward surfaces became more or less uniformly covered with
white corrosion products during the first E’ months of exposure in the
marine atmosphere. These products were thicker on the XB75S-T6 and the
alclad XB75S-T6 than on the R-301-T6 panels. They increased in thictiess
and turned way during the next 24 months, but after 36 months they were
thinner and more uniformly distributed on the XB75S-T6 and alclad XB75S-T6
thm on the R-301-T6 panels. The corrosion products were also thicker
on the m75&T6 than on the alclad n7x-T6 panels.

,
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From exposure
spot-welded panels

Sumary of Corrosion Observations

tests and visual examination of the corrosion of
fabricated from alclad 2hS-T3, 24S-T3, R-301-T6,

alclad XB75S-T6, and XB75S-T6, the folJ.owingobs&rvations were made:

(1) ~ general, irrespective of the welding techniques aployed,
moat of the spot welds on the 24S-T3 and alclad 24S-T3 alloys were as
resistant to corrosion as were unwelded alloys after exposure periods
of M months h the tidewater and 36 months in the marine atmosphere.
There were a few panels on which the spot welds were less resistant to
corrosion than the sheet material but the corrosion damage was not’
considered to he serious: (a) Some of the spot welds on the alclad
24S-T3 panels made with dirty electrode tips and in such a manner so as
to produce cracks -ending to the surface; (b) the spot welds on the
anodized alclad 24S-T3 panel Mtially made with cracks extending to
the surface.

(2) The anodic films on the 24S-T3 panels afforded negligible pro-
tection because they were formed in a 3.5 percent chromic acid solution
operated for otiy 30 minutes. More protective anodic films are obtained
if the concentration of the bath is maintained at 9.5 percent chromic
acid and the the of anodization is prolonged to 1 hour. All the
anodized 24S-T3 panels were covered with corrosion products after 2 days
of exposure in the tidewater. In previous tests, at the same location,
of 24S-T3 material anodized in a 9.5 percent chromic acid solution,
corrosion products did not form until after 30 days of expo-e in the
tidewater.

(3) The most severe corrosive attack occurred at the faying surfaces “
of the sheets of anodized 24S-T3 panels exposed in the tidewater.
Because these surfaces were not anodized, the retention of sea water
between the sheets resulted h crevice or concentration cell corrosion
musing complete penetration in some cases.

There was negligible attack at the fay@ surfaces of the alckd
24s-T3 panels after 12 months of exposure h the tidewater, irrespective
of whether or not they were anodized.

No severe attack occurred at the faying surfaces,of the 24S-T3 and
alclad 24S-T3 panels exposed as long as 36 months in the marine
atmosphere.

(4) There was slight evidence of corrosive attack on the anodized
and patited 24S-T3 panels after 12 months of exposure h the tidewater
and none after 36 months of exposure in the marine atmosphere.

,

.
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(5) Spot-welded alclad 2%-T3 material is consi&red to be satis-
factory-fo~ use in marine atmospheres and for use
to wetting by sea water at frequent intervals for

(6) Spot-welded andanodized 2@-T3matWial
protection, especially at the faying surfaces, if
to frequent wetting by sea water or sea spray.

where it is subject
at least 12 months.

should have additional
it is to be mibjected

(7) me spot welds on the XB75S-T6 panels were very susceptible to
corrosion both in the tidewater and in the martie atmosphere. They
were severely corroded after 15 days of exposure in the tidewater and
7 months of expo&e in the marine atmosphere.

(8) mere were no titications of the acc~tion of corrosion
products at the faying surfaces of the ~7x-T6, alclad XB75S-T6, and
R-301-T6 panels after 36 months of exposure in the marine atmosphere.
There,was no severe attack at the faying surfaces of the alclad XB75S-T6
and R-301-T6 panels after 36 months of exposure h the tidewater. The
most severe attack occurred at the faytig surfaces of the XB75S-T6 P=els .

I welded with a “poor” technique and exposed in the tidewater.

(9) SPot-welded alclad m75s-T6 and R-301-T6 materi~s we con-
sidered to be satisfactory for use in marine atmospheres and for periods

,. of time up to 36 months where they are mibject to wetting by sea water
or sea spray.

, (10) Unprotected ~ot-welded D75s-T6 is not recormnendedfor use1
under marine conditions.

MIKHANlcAIlTFms

Following the return of the exposed panels to Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, each panel was shear-cut into its compon~t
spectiens for mechanical testing and metallographic examination. The
shear and tensile’specimens were both testealin a hydraulic testing
machine operated at a head speed of the order of 0.2 inch per ndnute.
Templin self-alining grips were used for the ahear specimens. The
tensile specimens were of the U type which required drilling and
forming to fit test blocks (reference 2). This was unfortunate because
a nuniberof spectiens broke in the sheet while being bent to fit the
test blocks. This occurredmost often in those specimens where there
was bad general corrosion of the sheet along the bend line. In the case
of the n75s-T6 all the tensile specimens broke h this manner while
being bent. The U-type tensile specimen has l?eenlargely supersededby
the “cross]’type which requires no bending (reference 2.). It should

.
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be potited out, however, that the latter type of specinen ~ot be
obtatied from the standard corrosion test panel. All of the alclad 2@-T3
and 2kS-T3 panels with the exception of those exposed to weather for
24 and 36months were tested in the fall of 1944. TheR-301-T6 and
XB75S-T6 panels and the remaining 2&-T3 panels were tested h the
spring of 1948.

The average results of the mechanical tests are presented in
tables X and XI. @ese results we sumarized in a more useful form,
in terms of percent change in strength due to exposure, in tables XII
through XVII. It was evident that the welds of series 7 and 7‘ were
very inconsistent for some unlmown reason. The coefficients of vari-
ation of the control welds for these series were 67 and 59 percent,
respectively, whereas the corresponding coefficients never exceeded
12 percent in the other series. The results of these two series have
not been included in the summary tables since it is felt that they
should be disregarded.

Effect of Exposure on Weld Shear Strength

The effects of exposure on the shear strength of spot welds in
alclad 24S-T panels are summarized in table XII. Exposure had practi-
cally no effect on the sound welds of series 1. Actually a gain in
strength was indicated but this is not attributed to the exposure. A
significant loss in strength of the welds of series 3 is indicated for
e@osure to both tidewater and weather. In interpreting this result,
account must be taken not only of the fact that these welds were
subjected to postheating ti the welding machine but also of the fact
that the welds were small in comparison to the other welds in these
tests. The loss in stren@h upon exposure cannot be attributed to
either postheattig or weld size until further evidence is available.
The internalIly,crackedwelds in series 4 showed a deftiite loss in
shear strength after exposure to tidewater for 1 month but this was not
substantiatedby the results obtained after longer exposures to tide-
water and weather. This indicates that internal crack~ have little or ,
no influence on the effects of &cposure with respect to weld shear
strength in alclad 2@-T3. The welds which were cracked to the surface
in series 5 showed a loss in shear strength of 10.6 percent after
7 months’ exposure in tidewater but this was not substantiatedby results
obtained with longer exposures to tidewater and weather. Furthermore,
the above loss is not very significantwhen the strength consistency of
the control welds is considered. It should be pointed out that the
cracks were visible on only one surface of the welds in these panelo.
The effect of exposure migjhthave been greater if the cracking had been
still more severe. It may be said that, under some conditions, surface
cracks do not influence the effect of exposuxe on weld shear strength.

.
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Welds from which
loss in strength

15Q

metal was expelled h series 6 exhibited a general
ranging from 1.2 percent after an exposure of 4 weeks

to tidewater to 13.~ percent after an exposure of 2 years to weather.
It should be noted that these panels were prepared for welding by wire
brushing the outer surfaces and leaving the faying surfaces untreated
finorder to promote expulsion. This was probably a mistake stice the
loss in strength may have been due more to the wire brushing than to
the presence of particles of expelled metal between the faying surfaces.
At any rate the expulsion tis very severe, yet the general loss in
strength was a little less than that exhibited by the sound welds in
fully wire-brushed panels of series 9. In the latter series the
average 10ss in weld strength was 9 percent for all periods of exposure.
This is believed to be significant, especially since the loss ranged
between 10.3 and 13.3 percent for foux of the six periods of exposure.
It appears that the effect of exposure’on weld shear strength was much
more severe on sound welds in wire-brushed sheet than on sound welds in
chemically treated sheet. It should be recalled that for welds of equal
size higher shear strength can be obtained with wire-brushed material
than with chemically treated material.(reference 3). This.is due to the.
fact that h wire-brushed material the cladding is bonded for a short
distance beyond the zone of fusion. It may be that the strength of this

. bond is weakened by exposure. The panels of series 10 were prepared
for the purpose of determinhg the extent to which anodizing protects
spot welds that me cracked to the surface. In this series the changes

. in weld strength were scattered between a gati of’8.4 percent after
exposure of 4 weeks to tidewater to a loss of 12.2 percent after expo-

I
sure of 2 years to weather. ‘It does not appear that any change in weld

,- strength can be attributed to exposure, but the same might be said about
the welds of series 5 which were also cracked to the surface and left
without the protection.ofanodizing. Anodizing probably provides pro-
tection which was not greatly needed under the conditions of this
investigationo Therefore, no conclusions pertaining to the benefits of
anodizing can be drawn. The above observations can be summarized by
the statement that, under the conditions of this investigation, surface
preparation of al.clad2kS-T3 sheet by wire brushing appears to be
somewhat more detrimental with respect to effect of exposure on weld
shear strength than such defects as internal cracks, mirface cracks,
and particles of expelled metal between the faying surfaces.

.

The effects of exposure on the shear strength of spot welds in
2hs-T3 panels are summarized in table XIII. It should be pointed out
that all these panels wer,ewodized after welding, yet areas of gener’al-
corrosion developed at mamy points on the surfaces of nearly all panels.
This is taken as m indication that there was something wrong with the
anodizing. The more serious losses in weld strength seem to have
occurred where a weld happened to be located within an area of general
corrosion. As a result, the more serious losses in weld strength
occurred rather erratically. The sound welds of s=ies P1 exhibited a
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108s in strength of 35 percent after exposure of 7 months to tidewater
but this 106s was not’substantiatedby the results obtained after other
periods of exposure. This erratic behavior was typical of nearly all
the anmli.zed2%-T3 Tanels and is probably indicative of the conditions .
referred to above. It should be pointed out that all the welds in this
series eXhibited evid+ce of particles of expelled metal between the
faying -faces without serious consequences. The panels of series 21’
were so well-protected by the anodizing and the paint that there was no
si@ficant change fi shear strength due to exposure either in tidewater
or in weather. As in the previous series, all the welds exhibited
evidence of particles of expelled metal %etween the faying surfaces with
no smious consequences. The welds of series P3 exhibited a very
serious 10ss h shear strength of 81 percent after an exposuce of 7 months
b tidewater. At the opposite end of the same panel two tension speci-
mens showed a loss of only 13 percent h strength. Exposure at other
periods in both tidewater and weather seemed to have no effect whatever
upon weld shear strength. This is further evidence of the erratic
behavior of the 2kS-T3 panels which is attributed to some defect in the
anodiztig. It does not appear that the postheating of these welds in
the welding machine was detr~tal with respect to the effects of
exposure on weld shear strength. It Should be pointed out that within
the lmowledge of the tivesti~tors nothing was accomplished by the .
postheating. In the internally cracked welds of series P4 serious
losses in shear strength of 19 and 100 percent occurred upon exposures ‘
to tidewat= of 7 and X2 months, respectively. In the latter cases the
welds were entirely corroded away, whereas at the opposite end of the
same panel the two tensile specimens lost only 13 percent in strength.
As in the three previous series, these losses sre attributed more to
Merior anodizing than to the presence of titernal cracks. There seems
to be a slight tendency toward loss of strength with exposure to
weather. The welds made with cracks extending to the surface and with
particles of expelled metal.between the faying surfaces h series P5/6
show SeriOUS 10S8eE of 27 snd 44 percent aft= exposures of 7 and
12 months, respectively, in tidewater. Here there is a question
whether the inferior anodizing or the surface cracks were responsible
for tie severe losses. Judging from the results in series Pl, the
losses probably cannot be attributed to the particles of expelled metal
between the faying surfaces. &rposure to wea$her for 12 months had no
effect on weld strengt+ but losses of tie order of 9 percent appeared
after exposures of 2 and 3 years to weather. Exposure to tidewater or
weather had no effect on the shesr stiength of the welds made with d3rty
electrodes h series P7. h fact a gain in shear strength is indicated
by the results for all but one exposme. At the owosite end of the
~ panel dmilar welds exhibited a seriouE loss in normal tensile
strength at all but one exposure. If the above discrepancy can be
explained in terms of mratic conditions associated with the anodizing,
one might conclude that welding of 2kS-T3 with &ty electrode tips is
not particularly harmful when a good job of anodizing is done. One must
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bear in mtid, however, the difficulty in maintaining ”theelectrode tips
in a dirty condition while welding this “seriesof panels. It is
possible that the tips were someyhat cleaner for wel&Lng the shear
spechnens in this pmticular panel. Sound welds h wire-brushed panels,
series P9, shdwed a serious loss in shear strength for four out of
six periods of exposure. It is impossible to say whether this was due
to wire brushing or to inferior anodizing. The panels of series P9’
were similar to those of series P9 except for the fact that they were
painted after anodizing. While the loss in shear strength ranged from
7 to 9 percent for all exposures, it was deftiitely less than h
series P90 It is evident that while the painting was beneficial, it
did not make up for the hferior anodizing, the effects of wire brushing,
or possibly both. There is not much point in attempting to summarize
the above observations in view of the erratic conditions encountered.

The effect of exposure on the shear strength of sptwelds in the
high-strength ahnnimma alloys, R-301-T6 and XB75S-T6, are summarized
in table XIV. In series 2R it is evident that the shear strength of
sound welds h O.O~-inch R-301-T6 was unaffected by exposures up to
3 years in tidewater and in weather. Welds made in the same material
with dirty electrode tips and with surface cracks, series 2R’, etiibited
very serious losses in shear strength for all periods of ‘exposure. In
the O.Oh-inch R-301-T6 sheet the shear strength of sound welds was also
unaffected by exposures up to 3 years h tidewater and h weather as
shown in series ~. Welds made in the -e material with dirty electrode
tips and with internal cracks, series @‘, exhibited a distinct gain in
shear strength for all exposures. This is in spite of the fact that
all of the electrode hpres sions showed evidence of the dirty condition
of the electrode tips. The only explanation for this gain in shear . ‘
strength seems to be that the welds may have undergone further age-
hardening during exposure, which more than offset any losses due to
corrosion. This is clifficult to accept in view of the fact that the
sound welds exhibited no such effect. If this is true, it would seem
that it must have been the effect of elevated temperature due to expo-
sure to the sun which was responsible for the aging, rather than time
alone. Otherwise, the contiol welds would have experienced the @am@
gain in strength and no increase would have been detected h the
strength of the exposed welds. It should be remembered that in this
series of panels the cracks did not extend to the surface of the sheet.
Otherwise, the results might have been quite different. The change in
shear strength of sound welds in O.O@ -inch alclad xB75&T6, series XC,
was tisignificant for exposures up to 3 years in tidewater and in
weather. Welds made in the same material with dirty electrode tips and
with cracks extending to the surface of the sheet, series XC’, exhibited
losses of the order of 7 percent for exposures of I-2and 36 m“nths to
tidewater. On the other hand, a gain in strength of the order of
11 percent was obtained for exposures of 7 months to tidewater and for

.
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exposures of 1 and 2 years to weather. The shear strength was unchanged
for an exposure of 2 years to tidewater. These results suggest that in
this material the welds may have undergone a further age-hardening which
more than offset 10Sses due to exposure to weatha, but this explanation
is mibject to the same criticism as in the case of series @‘. It is
difficult b draw any general conclusions from these results. In
series X it is evident that sound welds in XB75+S-T6sheet suffered rather
severely h all but one period of eqo sure. Welds made in the same
material with dirty electrode tips and with cracks extending to the
surface of the sheet, series X‘, exhibited still greater losses h shear
strength for all exposures. It should be noted that h this material
a distinct loss in shesr strength occurred h only 12 days’ exposure to
tidewater, re~dless of the quality of the.welds. It is very evident
that spot welds h xB7~-T6 should not be exposed to corrosive conditions
without effective protection. The above observations can be surumarized
rather briefly. The shear stiength of sound welds in O.020-i.nch
R-301-T6 and O.Okl-tich alclad XB75S-T6 is unaffected by exposures up to
3 yesrs in tidew@m and in weather. Defective welds are deftiitely to
be avoided h O.020-tich R-301-T6 when corrosive conditions =e Presmt.
The corrosion resistance of defective welds in O.O~-tich R-301-T6 and
alclad xB75f5-T6has not been fully revealed by this investigationbut
the general picture is favorable. Spot welds are definitely to be
avoided in XB75S-T6 under corrosive conditions unless the welds can be
given adequate protection.

.

Effect of Exposure on Normal Tensile Stren@h of Welds
.

The effects of exposure on the normal tensile strength of the spot
welds are summarized h tables XV to XVII. These tables are not discussed
in as great detail as the correspontig tables for shear strength since
the normal tensile strength is not ordinarily as @ortant as.the shear
strength of spot welds. What is probably more important is the ratio
of average normal tensile strength to average shear strength for any
given panel. This ratio has been calculated for all the panels and the
results are presented in table XVIII.

The ratio of normal tensile strength has been taken in previous
tivestigations as an approxhate indication of the ductility of spot
welds in the material in question; the higher the ratio, the higher the
ductility. It has been shown that, within certain limits, the ratio
tends to vary inversely with weld size; the larger the weld, the smaller
the ratio (reference 4). In the present investigation the ratio gives
m titivation of the relative effects of exposure on the normal tensile
and shear strengths. A reduction h ‘tieratio below that obtained from
the unexposed control welds tidicates that the normal tensile strength
was more adversely affected by exposure than the shear strength.

.
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Conversely, the exposure affected the shear strength more adversely
than the normal tensile strength when the ratio exceeds that obtained
from the unexposed control welds. The ratio for the unexposed control
welds can be taken as a basis for comparison for the panels of any given
series, but the above relation between the ratio and weld size must be
taken into account in compartig ratios for panels in different series.

In-many instances the effects of exposure were approximately of the
same oral= of ma~itude for the normal tensile strength as for the
shear strength. In alclad 2@-T3 the greatest discrepancy between
changes in ehear and normal tensile strength occurred in the chemically
treated psaels after exposures of 2 and 3 years to weather. Examination
of tables XII smdXV reveals that all the chemically treated psnels h
eeries 1 and 3 to 5 exhibited relatively more severe losses b normal
tensile stren~h than b shear strength as a consequence of the above
exposuxes. The panels of series,6 whose faying surfaces were untreated
behaved like the chemically prepared panels, whereas the wire-brushed
panels of series 9 aud the anodized panels of series 10 did not exhibit
this discrepancy. The above discrepancies are reflected in the rela-
tively low values of the ratio of normal tensile strength to shear
strength for series 1 and 3 to 6 at exposures of 24 and 36 months to
weather as shown in table XVIII. No explanation is offered for this
phenomenon at the present time. It is believed to be significant of
something,however, since it occurred so persistently at the same expo-
sures h five different series of panels. In 2&T3 the greatest dis-
crepancy between changes in shear and normal tensile strength occurred
in the exposed pmels of series P7 which were welded with dirty elec- “
trodes. This is revealedby examination of the pertinent data in
tables XIII, XVI, and XVIII. In the R-301-T6 and XB75-T6 alloys a
definite discrepancy occurred in all but the 12-month-tideyater pnel of
series ~’ which were welded with dirty electrodes and which contained
internal cracks. This is revealedby examination of the pertinent data
in tables XIV, XVII, and XVIII. It iS difficdt to understand how
these discrepancies can be explatied in the rather isolated cases in
the 2%-T3, R-34)1-T6,and XB7~-T6 series of panels. NO attention is
given those cases where the shear strength-wasmore adversely affected
by e~osure than the normal tensile strength, since those cases were
scattered and,did not occur in any particular pattern.

MZUIILOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF SPOT WELDS

The specific purpose of the metallographic examination was to
study microscopically and to record the extent and type of corrosion
attack associated with various welding and exposure conditions.

.
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Discussion of Observations

.

A discussion of the observations made during the examination and a
presentation of photogra~s of typical structures will be made by
gouping the samples in the manner listed in table XIX.

Ssmples from panel series 1.- Welding conditions for this series

of alclad 2kS-T3 panels were chosen so as to produce sound welds. A
macrograph of a representative weld, lC, is shown in figure 18 and indi-
cates the sound nature of the nugget centrally located between the outer
surfaces of the sheets.

There was no si@ficant extent of corrosion attack on sample lC
after a tidewater exp sure of 1 year. !12hisis shown in figures 18
and 19.

There was no detectable corrosion attack on the laboratory exp sed
sample, lG, after 3 years. The conditions found at the outer surface
of the sheet and at the faying surface are tiown in figures 20 and 23-,
respectively. The structure at the fay5ng swface in figure 21 was
representative of ti the alclad 2kS-T3 samples examined. The pene-
tration of the 2S clad&Ing into the nugget provided centinuous cathodic
@otection at the faying surfaces.

Aft& 3 yeaxs h a sea coast’atmosphere a pitthg t~e of attack
was observed on the outer suxfaces of sample lE. As illustrated in
figure 22, the attack did not penetrate the protective coattig. It mS
observed that the attack was more concentrated in the vicinity of the
weld t- on the nmmal surfaces of the sheet.

Ssmples from pmel series 5.- Two samples, % and Z, of this

series (figs. 23 to 26) exhibited severe weld cracks, extension of the
fused zone to one surface, and localized conosion attick ~ the region
where the cladding was reduced in thiclmess. Macrostructures of these
samples are shown in figures 23 and 25. In sample x tiny fra~ents of
the cladding rained to provide protection as shown in figure 24. On
the sheet surface to which the fused zone did not extend there was no
evidence of corrosion attack in 3 years in a sea coast atmosphere, as
shown ti figure 26. There was no evidence of corrosion attack along
the fayiug surfaces. From these observations it was concluded that the
por welding conditions accelerated corrosion attack in the immediate
locality where the fused zone approached the surface.

samples from panel series 6.- Welfig conditions were chosen for

this series of panels so as to cause expulsion of metal between the
faying surfaces h order that the effect of the expulsion on the corro-
sion resistance of the spot welds might be determined. Evidence of the
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e=xdSiOn in sample &l is shown in figures 27 ~d
of 1 year in tidewater. There was no evidence of

21

28 after an ex~sure
corrosion attack asso-

ciated with expulsion along the faying surfaces, and the ‘outersufaces
showed no si~ficant extent of attack. The tongue or sliver of expelled
metal was surrounded completely by cfitig which prevented any P ssi-
bility of attack.

In addition to causing expulsion the weltig conditions produced
small nugget cracks that did not reach the surface, as shown in
figure 29. After 3 yeaxs in a sea coast atmos@ere the most severe
degree of attack did not penetrate the surface coating as shown in
figure 30. This attack was @ncipally in the weld vicinity and on the
outer surfaces of the sheet.

Welding conditions caustig expulsion resulted h unsoundness in
nugget centers but caused no lowertig of the resistance to corrosion of
alclad 2kS-T3 in tidewater for 1 year and only a moderate tendency to
produce localized attack in the weld zone on the outer surfaces after
3 years in a sea coast atmosphere. No evidence was observed to indicate
that expulsion had an adverse effpct on the resistance to corrosion at
the faying surfaces. . .

Samples from panel series 9.- These panels (figs. 31 to 36) were

wire-brushed for surface treaiment prior to welding under conditions to
produce a sound structure. The zone of fusion approached one clad
surface in ssmples X and 9F, however, as indicated in figures 31 and 34.

A significant feature common to these two samples was the noticeable
extent of diffusion of copper tito the 2S cladding. This was not an
effect of welding but a condition resulting from some deviation from
standard practice in the production of the sheet. The typical appearance
of the sheet some distance from the weld zone is shown in figure 33.

In sam@e ~ the effect of weld3ng was to cawe an acceleration of
the copper diffusion into the cladding and to promote a localized cor-
rosion attack on the outer surfaces of the weld zone, as shown in
figures 31 and 32. In several areas the diffusion appeared to penetrate
the grain boundaries of the cladding and in these areas the corrosion
attack was most severe. This would be expected since the cladd@ had
become less anodic and less protective in those fieas. The highly
localized nature of this condition may be observed
figures 32 and 33.

.
The same general effects were found in sample

a sea coast atanosphere. The approach of the fused
cladding was less than .in ssmple 9C (compare figs.
figs. 32 and 35) and the severity of the diffusion

by compartig

~ after 3 years in
zone to the surface
31 and 34 and
was less. On the ‘

.
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side of the weld where the fused zone was not near tie surface, the
corrosion attack in sample 91?was a general pitting condition as noted
in figure 36.

Examination of samples x and 5F tidicated that for alclad 24S-T3
sheet, exhibiting a significant extent of a core-to-claddingdiffusion
zone, there was no good p ssibility of accentuattig the diffusion zone
and decreasing the local resistance to corrosion by apt welding. The
closer the approach of the fused zone to the chtig, the more pro-
nounced was this tendency.

Samples from panel series 2R.- Samples 2R4, 2R5, and 2R7 were

titended to be sound welds and the examination indicated that this was
true. The structures of samples 2R4 and 2R7 were similar and there was
no evidence of corrosion attack on the inner or outer surfaces. An
example of this contition is shown in figures 37 and 38.,

There was a-general condition of corrosion attack on the inner and
outer surfaces of the sheet of ssmple =6 (figs. 39 tm 42) but none on
the inner surfaces near the weld. The attack ap~ared to be more
extensive in the weld vicinity on the outer surfaces. As is shown in
figures 41 and 42, exposure to a sea coast atmosphere for 3 years pro-
duced an inter@?anular type of attack that did not penetrate completely
the anodic cladtLlng.

A condition which was characteristic of the R-301-T6 s~t welds,
and @ich was also observed b the n75s-T6 welds but not in the
al.clad24S-T3 welds, is shown in figure h. This envelope of secondsry
constituentsalong the periphery of the fused zone of the weld was
particularly prominent in weld zones in the R-301-T6 sheet. The identity
of the undissolved constituentswas not established conclusivelybut
from etching characteristics it was believed that the particles were of
the aluminum-copper-iron-manganesephase. No evidence was found to
indicate that the envelope surroun@ the nugget had an adverse effect
on resistance to corrosiono The effect of this condition on the propa-
@tion of a fracture is illustrated in figure ~.

The structures of samples 2Rl~, 2EU6, 2R12, and 2R14, which were
welded with dirty electrodes, were similar in detail to those shown
for 2R7, 2R4, and 2R6.

Samples from pnel series X.- The samples of XB75S-T6 sheet welded

with dirty electrodes were characterizedby severe weld cracks and
unsound n~ets.

..— — .—. — -—— ..-. —— .—. —.—.—..—
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The appearance of ss.mpleX-15 after 3 years b the laboratory
atmosphere i6 shown in figures 43 and kk. There was no evidence of .
corroeion attack on inner or outer surfaces of this sample.

Extremely severe titergrauilar corrosion attack was developed in
12 days’ exposure to tidewater by sample X-9. As shown in figures 45
and k6, the attack was most concentrated at the periphery of the elec-
trode indentation. The attack was observed on both the outer ~d inner
surfaces of the sheet. The intergranularnature of the attack is illus-
trated in figures 47 and k8. A small envelope of undissolved constituent
particles is shown h fi~e 47, which had no apparent connection with
corrosion attack.

After 1 year in a sea coast atmosphere sample X-13 exhibited the
same type of attack but less severe than sample X-9. The evidence is
presented in figures 49 to 52. In this sample, as well as in X-9, most
of the interg?mmlar attack was associated with the weld zone and the
area immediately adjacent to this region.

.
Examination of samples of XB75S-T6 sheet spt-welded with dirty

electrodes indicated that the resistance to corrosion was severely
. lowered for salt water expsures. Consi&red from the standpint of

the mechanism of titergranular corrosion, it is dmibtful if the resist-
ance to intergranular attack would be increased by any method other than

. the use of an anodic coating or by solution-treatingand rapidly
quenching the welded structures.

Summary of Metallographic Obsemtions

From metallographic examinations of spt-welded samples of
alclad 2@-T3, R-301-T6, and n7~.T6, the following observations were
made concerning the extent and type of corrosion attack associated with
various welding aud e-sure conditions:

(1) The beneficial cathodic protection of the cladding in preventing
severe corrosion attack was clearly illustrated for alclad 2@-T3 and
R-301-T6 ssmples in comparison with the severe interganulm corrosion
attack suffered by the XB7Z-T6.

(2) Where corrosion attack was found, the welding conditions
titended to produce unsatisfactory welds accelerated the rate of attack
in the weld zone,
not reach the core

(3) There was
faying surfaces of

In all samples, the extent of corrosion attack Ud ‘
of the sheet. -

no distinct evidence of
the clad sheet. In -all

corrosion attack along the
samples of alclad 2kS-T3

----- ——-- .-. ..___. .... .. .--—. .—— .—— .—— —.— —-— —-. - ----- _-. -.— .. . .
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and R-W1-T6 ~ed, the higher-melttig cladding material extended
intp the nugget zone and afforded continuous protection at the inner
surfaces of the sheet.

(4) The expulsion of molten metal between the faying surfaces of
alclad 24S-T3 sheet did not produce corrosion attack in this region.
In the sample examined, the expelled metal was surrounded completely by
the cladding material, which provided cathodic protection.

(5) me -thotic Potection provided by even tiny fragnents of the
cladtig was demonstrated h two samples of alclad 24S-T3, 5C and .5F,
where the nugget absorbed most of tie cladding.

(6) The R-301-T6 welds were characterizedby a band of concentrated
secondary constituents surrounding the fused zone ti the form of an
envelope. This condition was not found in the alclad 24S-T3 samples
but was observed to a lesser exknt in the XB75S-T6 welds. The constit-
uents were believed to be of the insoltile alumlmm-copper-iron-manganese
phase. While the envelope apparently had no adverse effect on the
resistance to corrosion, it did provide a convenient pth for cracking.

(7) Caution Shofid be exercised when Spot-welq alclad 24S-T3
sheet exhibiting a significant extent of diffusion from the core into
the cladding. Even sound weldhg conditions accentuate the diffusion
of copper into the 2S cladding; the closer the ap~oach of the fused
zone to the cladding, the greater the extent of the diffusion. In
sample x, this rendition was observed to increase the rate o,flocal
corrosion attack h the vicinity of the diffusion tito the cladding.

GENERALOBSERVATIONS

Small Spark Craters at Weld Surfaces

Occasionally weltig conditions are such that a small spark occurs
between the work and the electrode tip at the instant the two are
separated after a spt weld is made. This usually leaves a small crater
on the surface of the weld. There has been some speculation as to how
these craters may affect the corrosion behavior of spt welds. In fact,
It is believed that many spot-welded assemblies have been rejected by
inspectors on account of these craters. In the present investigation
spsrlslngoccu&ed in a number of instances, thus providing an op~rtunity
for observation of the effects of spark craters. Visual examination of
the weld surfaces revealed no evidence of any local corrosion at the
craters. There was no
affected in any way by
titerpreted as meaning

evidence that the str&@h of the welds was
the presence of the craters. This should not be
that all sphrk cratere sre harmless from the
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viewp3int of corrosion. Craters undoubtedly vary in size and depth.
. There may be conditions under which the preGence of spark craters may

aggravate corrosion.

Discoloration of Weld Surfaces

.

.

The surfaces of spot welds in the @.um.inumalloys frequently appear
discolored in some fashion. It is difficult to describe this discolor-
ation since it occurs in a variety of forms and stice it seems to change
according to the angles at which the weld smface is illuminated and
tiewed. For example, a weld swface which appears to have a dark area
in the center under one set of conditiom may appear to have a light

, mea in tie center under otier conditions. The discolored area may occur
centrally on the surface of the weld or it may occur h a pttern of
circular, concentricband8. The area may be faintly or distinctly
colored, or it may simply app& lighter or darker than the surrounding
surface. Discoloration of the smface of spot welds in the alumhnzm .
alloys is a complex subject. The significance of the different *S
of discolorationhas never been investigated within the knowledge of the
authors. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, to draw any
general conclusions from expsure tests where discolored welds are
involved. A number of spot welds in the present investigation exhibited
discolored surfaces but, unfortunately, the discoloration frequently
coticided with other de~ects
~S difficdt to distinguish

such as &rface cracks and,
between the effects of each

CONCLUSIONS

In consi~ing the conclusions &awn from this work

ther~fore,-it
type of defect.

the limitations
of the investigationmust be kept in mind. Except for the R-301-T6
material, the work was limited to sheet O.0~ inch in thiclmess. While
the effects of eXpsure would probably have been less ‘pronouncedfor
thicker sheet, the effects would certainly have been more severe for
thinner sheet as was evident in the R-301-T6 material. There was often
a considerablevariation from weld to weld h the magnitude of the weld
defects whose effects on the corrosion behavior of the apt welds were
to be studied. It was sometimes impossible to produce the desired weld
defect in a series of panels without stiultaneouslypioductig some other
defect. In such cases it was difficult or impssible to learn the
relative effects of the clifferent defects h determining the corrosion
of the spot welds. In spite of such l~tations and difficultiessthe
work yielded a few facts which are recorded in the following conclusions:

. . . .. .—___ ... ____ _ ___ ___ ._. -— -—. — _. ___ ~. .... . .. —. —- —. —.- . — —
,,.
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1. lkqmsure~ of 1 year to tidewater and 3 years to weather had
practically no effect on the shear strength of sound apt welds iu
O.040-inch alclad 24S-T3.

2. lExpsures of 3 years to tidewater aud 3 years to weather had
practically no effect on the shear_stren@h of sound spot welds in
0.0213-inchR-301-T6, 0.040-inch R-301-T6, and O.OkO-inch alclad m75s-T6.

3. Under the conditions of this investigation, expsure to tidewater
and weather had little effect on the shear stiength of spot welds iu
chemically prepred O.040-inch sheet, even when the welds exhibited such
defects as intqrnal cracks, surface cracks, exgd-led metal between the
faybg surfaces, and dirty surfaces.

4. Observation of corrosion product distribution and metallographic
exsmdnation of weld sections indicate that.such defects as surface
cracks and contadnation of the cladding render spot welds in O.O@-inch
alclad 24S-T3 sheet susceptible to localized corrosion. In the present
investigation,the conditions of
adjacent cla~g were such that
to a point where it could affect
Furthermore, the distribution of
is such that the corrosion would
test results would be affected.

~s~e and the potective effect of
the localized corrosion did not proceed
the shear strength of the welds.
stress in a shear test of a s~t weld
have to be qtite severe before the

5. The alclad 24S-T3 sheet which was prepared for apt-welding by
wdre brushing appeared to be somewhat susceptible h general corrosion.
There was practically no evidence of general corrosion of sheet which
had been chemically surface-treatedh the fluosil.icicacid H@fl?6

solution.

6. Exposure to tidewater and weather appeared to reduce “the shear
stren@ of spot welds in O.040-inch al.clad24S-T3 sheet which had been
prepared for spot-weldingby wire brushing.

7. Caution is advised h s~t-welding .alclad24S-T3 sheet in which
any appreciable diffusion of alloying elements from tie core into the
cladding has occurred as a consequence of im~oper heat treatment. In
such sheet even optimum spot-welding conditions tend to accentuate the
diffusion which may in time reduce the corrosion resistance of the
cladding and eventually lead to localized corrosion of the weld area
and 10ss of weld strength.

8.,E@osure to tidewater and weather def~tely reduced the shear
strength of spot welds in O.020-tich R-301-T6 made with dirty electrodes
and exhibiting surface cracks.

—

. .

— .— - ——.. . —.. .— ————
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9. The corrosion resistance of defective welds in O.0~-inch
R-301-T6 and alclad xB75&T6 was not fully revealed h this investigation
but the results were generally favorable.

lo. Spot welds in XB75S-T6 were extremely susceptible to localized
corrosion and 10ss of shear strength upon eqpsure to tidewater and
weather.

Il. Aluminum-alloy 2ks-T3 ~sheet, even without the presence of spb
welds, is extremely susceptible to general corrosion @ess adequate
~otection is provided in the.form of effective ano&lzing and pin.ting.

12. Severe general corrosion oc~ed over large surface areas
located at random on the 2&T3 pnels which had been anodized by a
competent firm. These panels had been prepred for spt-welding by a
chemical surface~treatment which is excellent from the spt-weldhg
pint of view but which is not commonly employed prior to anodizing.
These facts suggest that the surface treatment may have had an adverse
effect on the subsequent anodizing operation.

/, “)
13. In many instances the effects of expsure were of approximately.,

,’, the same order of magnitude in percent for the normal tensile strength
as for the shear strength of the spt welds concerned. However, a

I nurriberof pels exhibited a relatively more severe 10ss in normal
,“ tensile strength %an in sheaitstrength as a consequence of exposure,

for which no explanation is offered.

14. Under the conditions of this investigation small spark craters
on the weld surfaces had no effeti on the corrosion behavior of spot

\ welds in O.O@-inch alclad 2~-T3 sheet.

15. From the viewpint of corrosion a solution of fluosilicic acid
H2S~6 appears to be perfectly satisfactory fOr preparing the surfaces
of such almimm alloys as alclad 2~-T3, R-301-T6, and”alclad XB75S-T6

I for spot-welding.

I Welding Laboratory
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, N. Y.

and

Corrosion Laboratory
National Bureau of Stan&rds,

Washington, D. C.
August 22, 195Q

,.
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Hnal mufaceamdition

Condition of welds uata-id
Panel ~ed

mriea AEI-wl&d Amd12ed and
@ted

~ m’
%uudwaldEhavingm-~cmt ~titionor KLCI.UI2h.w3 1 x
less,weldedvithcamtm4iecbm-ge
e@@ meiw fbep wave-t; chmicd 242-T3 P1 x
awl-facepmpsratim

2k3-!C3 P1‘ x

f3nund- havingp-~cant.~titi or Alclad2k3-!l!3 2 x
lam, weldedwithca@cit0r41mharge
ewiwt wing I@ ra-ebmtpecding 2h9JC3 ?%2 x
capacitor di6*ga; chemical a-drf~

pepu-a.tion

&nmd welti having F-pa+seat ~tition nr ALCM 248-T3 3 x
lam, weldedWiiacapmitidL@l.rge
EWW UBinghotmtkat fOu-iiM 24s-T3 P3 x
cqacitardischarge;cb~ muface
me~ticm .

Weld6*underamdlti0n6tiasta leave A1.clad2k3-T3 4 x
highrasiund Slzuasas m tkt ally one

weldmyor~mtamts,in fineintarnal 2k.9-T3 ‘ Pk x
CrackE;Chamsp.1Eurfar#mw=t~

crackedHelm withCm&E Vldblmat fm-face3~ 2&T3 5 x
CilcrnicalSurfacappu-.tion

Alclad242.4!3 by x

2&T3 v x

WeldsfromwhichmetaluaseqmSiedleaving AIckd 2wP3 6 x
ftiS of ~d zetslbetweenfaying
Mrrfaces;ClkemitiBlmfacepreparation 242-T3 P6 x

Ueld6with~~orb~ aE mti 2m-T3 7 x
resultofadvancedmtageof elwtro&
“@k-up” (~ tip); ChEmicalmlrfaca KLdd 2k2-T3 7’ x
prepr.tion

2hS4?3 P7 x

weldsmadeaftarpnelswerechemically AlcLad2k3-T3 8 x
claanedaBenas*vith mall
Cleerancabefxeenm m thattreat* 249-Tj P8 x
solutionvouldl-m damaiton-
w-e

soundWti M* p-recent~txationor Alclad2&LT3
bB, MM witicapacitzm~ge

9 x

e@P Wing *P wavefrnnt; 2WT3 P9 x
vire—brnahedmrfaces

24+343 w’ x

ktanded*

-dwaldafi~ ~~d meet O.~-in.E-3nq6 = x

.Ob-in.R-314?6 4R x

.ob-ti.~ --T6 xc x

.Oh-ti.n752a6 x x

w01d9illChemiw pp?xedEhmtUiti O.0~-in.R-ml-T6 al x
a-a-Visibleat-CO audVitb~
ml-lacaB& b ~ elech-odes .Ob-in.R-31-l!6 “4R’ x

.O@-in.~M xB752a6 xc‘ x

.*-in.n17*T6 xl x

%11 malarialO.obin. inUcknms. ~
h@ly deeigaated.8 a9ries10.

.... .. . . ..——— .——. ..-— —— -_— ____ _ _._. _- .—. . .—— —..___ . .. . . -—— .-—.
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TABLE II

SURFACE PREPARATION OF PANELS FOR SFOT-WELDING

7

Material Panel Treatmentl

2@-T3 “P1-P7 8 min at l&)O F in 2 percent HN03

P9 Wire-brushed

A.lclad2kS-T3 1-5, 7, and 10 8 min at 7? 1?in 3 percent H2S~6

6 Faying surfaces - untreated
Outer surfaces - wire-brushed

9 Wire-brushed

‘o.Om-ti. R-301-T6 All 10 millat 75° F h 3 percent H2Sf16

o.040-in. R-301-T6 All 7+ min at 75° F h 3 ~rcent ~SiJ?6

Ucbd D75s-T6 All 7$ min at 75° F in 3 percent H#l?6 .

XB75S-T6 4 ti at 75° F h 3 percent H2Sf16 ,

A
1
Concentrations of treath.g solutions are expressed in percent by

rolumeof the concentrated acids (~ percent nitric acid HI?O~ and

28 percent fluosilicic acid IL#l?6). Each,solu~ion also con~lned a

small amount of the wetting agent, Nacconol NR (0.2 percent by weight
h HN03 and 0.1 percent by weight in H2S~6). Wire brushing was done ‘

by means of a motor-driven brush, 3-in. dibm. by l/2-in. face, having
mild steel bristles O.003-in. in diam., and turning at 2700 rpn.

‘.

,*

.
—.—- .—— .—. . —-— —. .—. —— .—-. ..——.. ———————
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TABLEIII

CONll~IONSAND~ SEl?PINGSYOR SMT-WH201NGCORROSIONPANE18

(a)17eldingcontitiod

Peak Timeto
Electrodeforce ‘m Electrode

Panel current fromweld acme-tip Electrode

series current tip
(ampeies) to forge

(:3
raaiua

~; ‘ET (see) (in.) condition.

1 44,0?0 ----- &Xl 2400 ----- 2$ clean

3 47,do ----- 1400 ---- ----- Do.

4 36,820 —-- 1ooo ---- ---- Do.‘

5 33,000 ‘---- m ---- ----- Do.

6 3Q,500 0.016 &)o 2400 -—-- Do.

7 33,000 ---- m 2400 ----- Dir@

7’ 33,000 .014 1400 ---- ----- lb.

9 3,30 .016 &lo 2400 ----- clean

10 33,000 .---- EDO ---- ----- Do.

P1 39,200 ----- &o 2400 —--- Do.

P3 W,Zoo ----- 1400 ---- ---— Da.

P4 3,@o ----- 1ooo -—- ----- Do.

P5/6 33,000 .015 &lo ---- ----- Do.

P7 33,000 .015 1400 ---- ---- Dir@

P9 33,000 .015 1200 --- ----- Clem

2R 38,&)o 0.005 500 1200 0.015 4 Cleml

ml 38,t00 .005 500 ---- ---- Dirty

4X 29>500 .OM w 2000 .051 clean-

&t ‘29,3M .0U2 %30 —-- ---- D~

xc 31,200 .012 Mo moo .O’jl, clean

xc, 31,mo .012 &lo ---- ----- Dir-@

x a,m .o12 800 2200 .o~l Clean

x’ 29,~ .0Z2 %)0 .—- ——- Dirty

%eatmrement. were not completeforall series. ~

.

.— _____ -. ..___ . . . . .. . .------- .=. ~.— _______ .._-_ .- . . .. . . .. _,__
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TA131Em

Cm-DrPIm6 AND MAcmm SmJmws FOR SFOT-WELDIKG CORROSIONPMuzs - concluded

(b)Machine$dtiU@

~ed.scd. s~t wdder, TYP P2-30AA,serialHo.8~fl

Panel !lkmSformer- Capacitor
series turns ratio (2m%;=) (volts)

1 lo3 7al 2300

3’ 144 720 2400
’48 ..- ----

b 398 723 Z3W

5 398 w 2100

6 398 72)

7 398 7m

7’ 398 7al

9 398 7=

10 398 7= Zooo

P1 144 7al 2300

P3 144 7zo ----
b~ -, . ——

P4 398 7al mw

P5/6 398 7m

P7 398 7ZQ 22%

P9 3!38 -El)

2R 13 m —--

ml lW w ——

h 30 7Zl --—

~, m l’al --—

xc Wo 7= ----

xc‘ m 72) --—

x 300 7m -—

xl m 7= —--

%a~citir dischargetolbwedby alternating-curient~stheatof
19,1Q0smpscesfor1/2sec.

v-
.%a~citor discharge followed by alternating-current ~stheat of

19,500-es for 1/2sec.~

— — . .- -— — -—.. ..— —.. . . . .. .
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P1 Pla - PM PIB
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Pi Pm - Pm P3B
m

Pb P& - Pki P43
Pki

F5/6 P5/61 Pg/a
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m’ m - P7A m
w

P9 w - w m
m

P9’ w - — m
m

m ai~ - . al
ale
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M
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ml

~, w - —- Q39
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xc X(?7 - — Xcl
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~fj, XCI.5 - —- XC9
.XC16

x X7 n — —
X0

xl ns x9 — —
X16
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E-32LT6

R.3LT6

R.3)LT6

UaladJam

~ =7!=!2

XBZWT6

=75=T6

.,5,6 A.
B

A
A

A
A.

A
B TAA

AA
AA
AA mAA AA AA

KKAAAK

AA AA AA
AA AA AA

AA AA AA
rm- m-r-r r

219,13,14

&t,5,6 A
B

i

AA
KX
AA
AA

KK
AA

A
B

—

A
B

—

A
B

—

--- ---- .

4
..
A A
A A
A A
A A

a A
a A

a A
a A

I I I L

. .. . . __ _____ __________ _____ . ..—— —. .. . . ..-___— ..—. ..
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~t5 5@sur0 Weataer -m
Si.%3

-b-id Fund 0.? I&utiu-~0f8pYt M
~wms IdmUflmti~ of nxot veld - ‘z

s 11213[4

mml ~

5 6 7 8 9 la 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A A A A A A A E E E E A A A A A A A A
m . m m , A A 1 1 1 T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 AAldad ew-m ~> ; ; : : : ; ----- _ -. _ _ _l_l_l_l_, _l-,-l-,

2-?3 UP
A 0 a u
B a 0 a

2L24!3 1~~~1:1 il:l:li l:lilililililil ilAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAl il:AA AA AAA AA A

A A A A
AJdnd 2WT3 3P B A A A –,-, –, -, ..,..,..,

I I ,.. . I I I

2LE-T3 P3v : ; : :
00 aaao aa I 3
0 aaaaaao s lwwlmmrT
A AL AAA AA I A AA AA AAA AA AA I A
A AA AAA AA A H 1,0 LO I,C I 111111 A

:Dlatk$hlo%bhl itAlAlAlAlAtAlAtAlAlAt41:111111111 I

x E k K K K K A A x K K K K K s s s E a A
A A A A A A A A A o 0 a a o 0 a a a a a A
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~w ~m3m.7ElcmiwJr~ FAmL9ExKmm A!c BAHFxml Fm12, vlmx9xA, mB!?bmcGTEs

Xidantar et-pawn-a v~ qL?Jm9
,.

Bl& m
m~ or

F-I~atim ~ of s@ v&I
u &.=

Ratitlmti.m~o?&*

s 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 ~

mxd

1 2 3 b 5 6 1 8 9 In

#J.clad21@-!73 lB ; = — . . — — — — & p A> A# A$ AA Q A~ A> A+ A A
— — — — — — — — Ip 1> 1A 1~ 1> 1~ 1A 1# I A

em
— . — — — — — —. — . —

PIE ; _ _
A A A A A A A A A A A A

— — — — — — — — — I I I I I I I I I I I A

m Pm ;
— — . — . — . — — A A A A A A A A A A A A
— — . — . — . — — A A A A A A A A A A A A

— — A A A
tam 242-T3 3 : = = — —. = = — = “ _ _ A A A A A A A

. I,C 1,0 I,C 1,0 I,o 1,0 I,c I,C 1,0 I,C :
A
A

* P32
A — . — — — — — — — — A A A
B — —

A A A A A A A A A
— — — . — — — — I I I I I I I I I I I ,A

— —
A’kld248m3 ~ ; _ _

— — — — — A A A A A A A A A A A
— — . — . — — — I,c 1,0 I,c I,c 1,0 I,C I,c I,C I,C I,c ; A

242-T3 A — —
* ~

— — — — — — — A A A A A A A A A A A A
— — . — — . — — — — I I I I I I I I I I I A

A — —AAdn4 2k!c3 s ~ _ _
— . — — — — — —
— — — — — — — — ‘i” ‘f : : $ & $ $ :. :. ; i

Ama4 2%3-T3 & ; _ _
— — — — . . — — — . A,C A A A A A A A A A A

— — — — — — — I I I I 1,0 1,0 IF 1,0 I,C I,C : A

2W23 3%2 : = =
— — — — — — — A A A$ A~ 1A AA A A
— — — — — — — . 1# 1A 1$ 1$ I I f e ‘? ‘? : :

AldM s%9Jr3 72 :
— — — — . — — — — — A# AA A$ A~ A@ A~ AZ A.4
— . — — — — — — I I I 1 1,2 1.

Aldad 24.GT3 PI ;
— — — — — — — — AF A? AX A~ .
— — — — — — — — — — AjP A# A? AP A#l .,.,.

m m
A — — — — J — — — — . A~ A> A/P~ A~ A! AIA IA
B — — — — — — — — . I I 1 I - .- ... .

I

Al@ad 2-3 92 ; = =
— — — — — — — — A A
— — — . — — — — , I ;. :C t :IA “dA’cl

, t ,

S@m3
— —

= ; — —
— — — — — — — . A A A A A A A A A A A A
— — . — . — — — I I I L I I I I I I I A

2kM3 — —
~ : — —

— — . — — — — — A A A A A A A A A A A A
— — — — — — — . A A A A A A A A A A A A

,,- z- JQB : — — — — — — — — — — — — AA& AAP AAP
— — — — — — . — — . . _ A h$ h,

,

.
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.
.39

T!ABmx

,.

.

.

.

.

,,

klel
Ieriel

1

3

4

5

6

9

?’

9

10

P1

P18

P3

P4

P5/(

P7

P9

w’

B

2R’

k

~,

xc

xc‘

x

x’

AVIRAIZESEE8RSlREN@I!EOFm HELM
a

rnexpmd

498

414

52s

61J.

669

36!3

lfi

.%7

558

548

572

542

602

678

569

538

584

m

b~

449

w

533

484

1%3

612

Awraae shearetrenn-th
(lb) -

2 aayl

—

—.

---

---

—-

—-

—-

—

—

.

—-

—-

—

.

—

—-

—-

—-

—

—-

—-

—-

---

533

498

I weekf

565

352

k~

613

66)

417

233

598

65

Z8

—

!5@

m

708

610

538

—-

—

—

-—

—

—-

—-

.

—-

.

TidewaterexFosure

month

498

413

528

547

593

463

—

578

595

355

575

m8

489

4;

E08

445

538

210

233

45a

---

-—

—-

-—

-—

L2monthf

535

m

535

63

640

36)

335

657

6)2

558

559

553

0

*

595

483

543

210

185

443

—

—

.

427

275

4imntbf

—-

—

—-

—

---

—-

—

—

—

—-

—-

—

—

—-

—

—

—

213

223

(c)

578

53

485

~wo

33

-—

—-

—

-—

—’

---

—-

—

—-

—-

—-

—-

—

—

—-

—

—-

21.5

215

463

&3

w

448

b53

0

%eldsh these series were very inccmsident before exposure.

%aluemay not be very reliable.

%@XmenE were improwly cut from pnel..

Weather expmre

2 month

552

358

528

638

623

m

325

“ti8

m

62

573

535

595

6!33

&)5

535

523

=3

193

440

b8

S8

533

598

508

24Hthf

525

443

93

663

578

m

155

*

b4w

530

570

533

555

ti3

555

m

533

—

—

—

—

—-

—

—

—

6mm

536

385

525

578

630

605

83

598

565

553

%3

553

558

62U

588

483

5s8

m

23

450

533

595

538

528

493

. . ... .—. . .-_.. - . ..__ ..__ ._. __. , ____ — ..— -.—— —_____
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TABLE xl

AVEU!2E STR3WXH OF SPOT WEEDS IN NORMAL TE!WI~

NACA TN 2538

“

.

.

.

Average tiength in nmml. tension

bnel
(lb)

Ieries Tidewater expmre I$eatherexp2sure
u-sea

4we- ~-WS ~ mths #+months36months 12 montlm 24 nlOIlthS 36mdb

1 la 165 165 In — -- 165 la 145

3 255 m Z!5 m .— -— 215 l&l m

4 235 255 228 21.8 -— — 255 185 lp

5 240 2p 255 23 --- — 225 l% 1P

6 m =5 2s5 w — -— 2“& 175 155

9 m zoo (b) — ,— 235 18)

w’ :; lp _-

200

193 -— — m la m

9 222 185 185 I$m -— -- m =5 m

10 215 2)0 295 2~ — -— =5 19 185

P1 210 m lyl 22) -— --- m 200 145

pl, 1P -- lfi m7 — — l% 165 lp

P3 195 185 1~ la — —- m 16 155

P4 213 m 155 185 — — 23 185 200

P5/6 23 2s5 la lm —- -- 235 lm =

H 245 m Mb 12 -— — 250 19 18)

B 223 m I.&l 1~ 75 85 210 1~ m

pg, 22.3 -— 210 m7 — —- 205 lm 18)

2R 65 — 65 75 75 85 75 --- 75

m’ P -— w P cm 75 0 -— 65

4R =3 -- 205 2&l =5 235 23 -— 2s5

@, l% — lp 245 lm 185 lal — 1$?5

xc 80 — 85 (d) 100 85 95 — 1.05

xc‘ 73 -— 75 lo5 % 9 P -- m

x (d) -- –- –- –- --- --- -– —

xl (d) --- –- -- --- -– --- -- ---
—

.

-. — —— .— —— ..
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1

1
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1

I

!l?AmxXII

e#mARYoF E?mci?soFEnQam OIVAWSIAIIE—~

OF SRT _ M 0,040-H AWN 24EM.3

L~ Sofaupmels wme’chmicdly

f
e-d

for welding unless otherwise note

control

- in=t-m3@

Pmel
conditions weld

B@?bB eimength Tldel?atar expm We8&i= WBWO

(D)

b weeks 7 titi w mm ~ ~tiB
..

24 mnth 36 mdh

1 %md Welae 498 13.4 ,0 7.4 1o.8 5,4 1A

3 - ~ .mmnd weld~j 414 -14.8 4.3 -34.8 -13,s 7.0 -7.0
px+!llaaw

4 Welde titermlly cracked 523 -9.6 1.0 2.s 1,0 -1.9 0,4

5 Wald~ mackmd to amface 6U 0.2 -Ii).6 -1.3 4.4 8,3 +.4

6, Fw@ *8ceQ wntieaticl, w -1.2 -11,2 -4.2 -6.9 .13.g -5.7
outer~acOFJ wlre-
Inwshed; mmkl q@lnd

fmn welde

9 wb-~ti BIX’fE@SJ 667 .1o.3 -13.3
Wund welds

0 -7.3 -1.3.1 0.3

10 Welde CrELokd to mmbXJ m 8,4 6,6 -7.9 2.2 a_12.2 1.3
pumle anodimd

.
%lue rmy 733*h vq reliohla.

I

I

I
s

. .



1

PRntl

ties

I

I

E-
] P4

k
P5/6

n

P9

rw’

mQ.!ARY OF Emims

OF 13m

!cABIs XIII

OF KiKEJIW OH AVERMIS 5KEAR 5TRW3TE

HEQ9 2X O .OkO-lXCH 2k3-T3

&

[f s of all WI.E were chmicaUy wewed for w

%

unL3i3E

o-therwlm not-edj all WIels were anodized after welding

I

w iuw.?bc:p%ml

COntil

Ccmdltknn weld.

F!trEn@ !!!idewater -sure Wea+hr EqOmre

(lb) ~_
7 IrCmth’a 12 mnth u rmlths 24 mmtm 34 mmthe

bmd welde w -4,0 -35.2 1.8 1.8 -3.3 0.9

Mmd welds~ -B m --,.- 0.5 -2.3 0.2 4.4 d.6
@ntea .9ft9rLWIOdizhg

&und Wdd$j P atheat=ed “* 4.8 -&Lo 2.1 -1,3 -1.7 2.0

h’eldEintmnauy Cr@.eked 6)2 1.3 -18.9 .I.00.O -1.!2 -6.1 -7.3

WddO crach?d to surface; 678 4,4 -27.0 -43.9 0.1 -9.6 -8.6
ma expelledmom Wddn

Welti mde with dirty $9 7,2 7.0 4,‘1 6.3

clectiodea

-2,5 3.3

Wire-brushed mrface8~ 538 0 -17.3 -1o.2 A3.6 -?.1 .1o.o

SOW welds

.

Wire-bmheU Emfe.ces; w — -7.9 -7.1 -11).7 -8.7 -7.9 @

‘Xl@ WddJ ~Ch G

pmiba * mmdizing
s

v G
LO
a)

,
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TA.BIX xm-

I

(

I

I

I

I
(

I

I
1

1+
Metal

Beriee

~ R-&lJI16

ml B-3L!I!6
—

b--t==-

“l-T=-
r
m-t===

Condltbna
%)

1=
D.oa amimd Wel.u

0.023 Wel.dE cracked tn
s-m?faa, Im&

Witi dirty

eldamden

2.040 &wld Walda

3.040 Intem8Jly

cracked W’dm

Eaaewititi

Olec&vdeo

1=
).040 Mmd Welti

).0 welds Q—a9kaa

b auzfaw,

mlewitiurq
Olecbmd.es

).@@ Eaund welds

mageinmI=l~t&ei@h
(percent)

Tidewatereqmmmw w&aer expmre

~ WB 7 mmtba u U13ntlls 24 mnths 36 rwnthe Ii? Umths 36 mnn+h

223 “— -0.9 -4.5 -3.2 -2,3 Lb -4.3

’278 —-- -17.3 -33.7 -lg.8 -22.7 -P.6 -17.3

*9 --- 0.2 -1.3 (b) 3.1 -2,0 0.2

4-99 -— 26.8 %9 . 18.2 23.4 2k.4 9.0

535 — -2.4 -3.7 0 -3.4 -5.6 8.7

484 --- 13.2 -7.k 0.1 -7.k 10.1 11,2

633 JL.6 --— -29.2 ‘9-17.1 ‘-J.2,1 4.8 -E’.4

612 -18.6 —-- “-55.0 -m.5 JOo.il -17.0 -19,5

%e.luamy iwt be vez’yrellabla.
=’!S=

%lJecim?m Ww7e ImpJpsrly Cut frcm Jen.91.

1 &



TnBLa xv

SU!MMIY OF2HTEOlBOFEZD9@E? cm HcmmLTE3mlmmRERmE

OF SPOT WELL@ IllO ,040-DV3H MKWAII 2k3-T3

I
[w... d a pmls were ChLmk811y pare.

for welding uuleaB OtheI’wlBe noter

I

+

chmg9 in nomd t.enam Saeng,-th
Control (percent)

Panel o@nditianE

sarie,q

“w+

PiMw3tar qpmxe Heatilez exp2mn?e

4m0kE 7 month K! Imntb 12 mcmtha 24 mnths 36 mmM

1 SOma wow m 3.1 3.1 9.3 ‘ 3.1 -25.0 -9.4

3 2mallhtmuudveldEJ 235 J3.7 -u..8 5.9 -15.7
porul.mtaa

“ -29.4 -13.7

4 weldB lntmlELuy cxmked “ 235 8.5 3,0 -7,2 8.5 -21.3 -27.6

5 HeldE cracked b ,5mfnm 2@ 4.2 -6.2 -4.2 -6.3 48.8 -23.8

6 m surfaces urkm8tM, m -2.4 IL 9 7.1 23.8 -16.7 -26.2
outer mmfe.cee **

brueheq ImW. qMJ.ea

frm welds

9 wmadmldMll Hllrface; 2?2 -16.6 -u5,6 -14.4 4,9 -7.7 -9.9
.Wmna U’el.m

xl Welds crackd to 0Urf8Ce; 215 -7.0 37.2 L6.3 4,6 -9.3 .13.9

p8ne16 anmllmd.

.
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!cAma m

sm!MARY @EmHmoFEJwluFaoIf im7MAL’J!m31LE mFi.Emm

I

I

I

;

CJmb?d - h m’~wymy *m@
PaEl
series

Cond.itlcm

++

TM.cwatar .Yxp3Swiw !4&3.ther expelme

4ve%ks 7 lKulthB U mmths u U!Yntha 24 mnths 36 nmntis

PI Emnd wclde ml 4.8 -28.6 4.8 4.8 =4.8 -a.o

pl 1 &mnd WddS; _ @2 ---- 1.6 7.8 L6 -1461 -z!l.9
@nted efter 8n0diSing

P3 Sound welde3 ~mted lB -yal -u?.8 .18.0 2.6 -17.9 -m. g

P4 WeldE internally cracked 213 -1.4 -27.2 -13.2 8.0 -13.1 -6.1

F5/6 Helde mmked to eurface; m lfJ,3 -43,7 -39.0 -3.8 -1~.s -6.1

m~~tiw-

P7 %J.d.Bmdewithdlrty 245. -3.8.4 -34.7 ‘-33.8 2.0 -38.6 -26.6
e’1OctiOdeO

P9 Wti-brushed s’lm%CesJ 223 -1.O.3 -19.3 -23.8 -5.8 a.,~ 4.3
round wOlds

w’ Wire-bmehed eurfacesj =3 —- -1.5 -2.8 -3.8 -13.5 -15.5

round weldE; pmels
painticiaft%r m.odizing /

%lues MY not h vmy rellable. =!S=”;
&

1



TABLExvn

RMMARXOFEITMX80F KzmmREm? EmULmC8mmIKRma

oFaKrl!WKU8m RmE~ mnmm ALLOW) R-32M6 m m7513w6

(&aca of all _ weze chemlcdly pee for weM@

is

Q in m~m~m dmmgth

Con&al

oOdittiB

&)

, * ~

TlfllYua@r axp361m0 Weati mpxwxe

U2de.yn 7 umthe IS mmlt?u 24 mum 36 mnttm I-2Mntbl 36 mniim

0.020 ‘hind welds 75 -- -13.3 0 0 13.3 0 0

O,oa) Welds cracked to 70 -- 0 0 ‘%4.3 7.1 -moo -7.1
Eurface, !mdn
with UJTty
@leC&Xka

0,043 Smm6 Weld& 223 -- 1,0 37.9 10.8 15.7 13.3 lo.a

0.04!)In’c-emdly l% — -1,208 25.6 --i.‘1 -5.1 -7.7 0
Crackei HOld.9
*tititi
el.edroalm

0.040 mnmd welds 81 — 6.3 (b) 27.0 6,3 18.8 31..3

0.040 welds ClraCk13d‘w 73 -- 2.7 43.9 78,0 23.3 8-4.1 50.7
Blmcace, rmuM
with dirty
eleOtrOdeB

0.040 amm!l WEIds (b) (b) — (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)

O.ob Helm Cxe.ckeato (b) (b) --— ( (b) (b) (b) (b] (b)

mrfaca, mtle

With q

alectradm

%lne my .t be very reliable. -=@@=-
k?

%@dm=Le broke h being fitted to tad fMame.
Iu

z
m

, , ,
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RA!500F AVERAGE 170RMIILTEffSlIESJ!RENC71HTQAVERAGE SIOMRSI!FU3iGTH

and
mrief

O.yzl

.616

.449

.393

.34’

.213

‘.2P

.333

.386

.383

.336

.36)

.354

.314

.43

.414

.369

●295

b.252

.452

.399

.149

.151

\ weeks

0.292

.62!5

.!539

.407

.3JJ.

.528

.836

SW

● 33

,417

—..-

.325

.344

.332

.328

.372

--.--

--—-

-—--

—-—

—-—

—---

-----

!ei

0.33.

.545

.432

.467

.396

.432

—.-

.W

.496

.42%?

.4*

.346

.243

.263

.405

.391

.298

.334

.455

.274

.le

.137

water W

2 mnth

0.327

——-

.408

.382

.352

——

.576

.285

.415

.394

.371

.289

--—-

.342

.252

.352

.382

.357

.378

.632

● 473

—--

.2+

I,gure

?4months

—---

—-—

---—

-— --

-.---

—---

—---

-----

—---

-----

--.--

-----

—-—

0.352

b.359

-.—-

.ti

.1%

.268

—---

—---

——.

—-—

--—-

---—

---—

-----

—-

——-

--—

--—-

-----

—---

——-

-----

—-—

0.395

.W

.W7

● 37

.163

.404

Weatkr axmEIJra

2 montlu

0.299

.61

.484

.353

.417

.&8

.677

.356

.395

.365

-----

.374

.387

.31

.413

.392

.392

.336

—---

.5=

.296

.187

b.131

%lda in these smies were very ticonaistentbefore w-e.

%alue my notbe very mllable.

?4Iilantba

0.229

.405

.361

.294

.33

.alg

.774

● 354

b.398

.377

.289

.W

.328

.293

.270

.393

.337

--—-

—-—

-----

--—-

——-

--—-

6montis

0.287

.57’2

.3s?4

.329

.246

.33

b.361

.334

.327

.2&

.266

.2%)

.359

.3=

.306

.414

.334

.357

.282

.W

.366

.179

.592
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SOMMARY OF WHDJNG

.

.

series

lG

lc

I-E

!x

P

&

6F

9

P

2R7

2R4

2R6

2R15

2R16

2K12

2R14

X-15

x-9

X-13

WELD E71TREKGTHFOR PANELS FROM WEICH SK)T WELDS

MEWSKCOGRAPECCEXNKUWTION

*

AIJ#y

utia 2ks-T3

AIti 2k3-T3

Alclad2k3Jl?3

n-a 2hs-T3

DCIA 21.s-T3

Alclad2k3-T3

Alclad2k3-T3

Alclad2kS-T3

Al&d. 2@-T3

R-31-T6

R-31-T6

R-3ol-T6

R-31-T6

R-31-T6

R-31-T6

R-331-T6

xB75s-T6

XB75S-T6

XB759-T6

NACA TN 2538

Surface
treafment

chemical

da-—. —--

--— ao----

do--- ----

&J—-- ----

so---- ----

do-—- ----

Wire lmu.sh

do—-- —--

Chemid

do---- ----

—- @o----

do---- --—

do---- --—

do---- ----

ao-—- ----

d---- -—-

ao—-- -—.

Weld
qtity

sauna

do--- --

do—- ---

cracks-to
surface

do---- ---

mea

do---- ---

Sound.

do-—- ---

Good

do---- ---

Poor2

do---- -—

do—-. ---

b---- ---

do---- ---

do---- ---

*---- ---

WERE TAKEN FOR

Exposure
conditions

(1)

Iabratory

T,W., 1 year

v.,3 years

T.W.> 1 year

?r., 3 yealm

T.W., 1 year

w.,3 years

T.w., 1 year

w., 3 yesxs

Laboratory

T.W., 3 years

w., 3 years

Laboratory

-----ao------

T.W.,3 Ye=s

w., 3 years

Laboratory

T.W., 12 (@S

w., 1 year

Average
change
in shear

shqJ!213
(percent)

o
,.
7.4

5.4

-1.3

-5.4

-4.2

-5.7

0

-1o.3

0

-2.3

-3.2

0

(3)

-22.7

-17.3

0

-18.6

-17.0

&sure conditions: Laboratory, hdoors at Rensselaer Polytecbd.c
Institue; T.W., tidewater;W., weatkc at sea COaSt.

2Poorweldqualityintentionallyproducedwithdirtyele&odes. -
%Ot aetendnea. .

——— — —. —
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Figure l.- Design for test panels of spot-welded aluminum alloys.
Numbers indicate location of welds.
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Figure 2.- Ty-oeB. Typical ring

of corrosion products just
inside circumference of

*1welds, -.
2

NACA TN 2538
.

1

-
Figure 3.- Type C. Typical area

of corrosion products in
-#center of welds, —.
2 .

.

.

Figure 4.- Ty_peD. Typical cir- Figure ~.- Type E. Rough dis-
cumferential ring of corrosion colored ring inside weld,
products on rim of depressed darker than main portion of

xlarea of weld, —.
2

panel, X3.

.
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L

=s=
Figure 6.- Type F. Dark gray

colored area in center of
weld, darker than main
portion of panel, X3.

.,. ”
.. ,,

,>
,,

Figure 8.- Type J. General,
severe corrosive attack on
spot welds, X3.

Figure 7.-!l@e G. Corrosion
products are approximately
as heavy on panel as they
are on weld, X3.

=5=
Figure 9.- Type K. “Pattern”

corrosion on welds made with
IIpoorl’technique, X3.

.—.——-—— —— -— —— --——-- -
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Figure 10.- ‘Type L. \ields separated at fayl.ng surfaces by corrosive

attack, q.
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=5= v
Figure 11.- Type N. Cracks repre- Figure 12.- Ty-peP. Weld cow

sentative of those found on pletely penetrated at one

stiaces of some welds, X~O. place and through one thick-
ness of sheet in balance of
weld, X3.

,.4” 5!
r.

. . . . . “, “- :\

‘o\
;>.,<>.

..’ :, ,
,#$A j , ,

.,.,----+
-“ . A’” ,., , L

.. ,. ‘
,) I

v =&=
Figure 13.- Type P. Weld com- Figure 14.- Ty-peR. Deeply

pletely penetrated by corro– pitted dark ring on circum-
sive attack, X3. ference of weld, X3.

.— —-——. .
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P4B—-
—–

P5-6B
y ..b.T%scir-=-- —.. —

P7B

P9B

30
___ -. ___.—.

PIJ

Figure lS.- Separation of sheets resulting from accumulation of corro-
sion products between faying surfaces, Xl. Exposed in tidewater
for 6 months. Panel 3B, alclad 2.!@-T3,was inserted for comparison
purposes; no accumulation of corrosion products at faying surfaces.

——.- . —--—
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,+—..... .P4C._ &,.,... .-.-;----.-,-,-;--—4 .. -., * .i~.<--~ -.-:. .——r-&l--- -~_, =_,_ ~...—.- .
‘- ~~*-zL?@@--3 ~-—
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“—------. , ~- y

,. 3C
~- —-—- ..-. ...— —-.—.... .--, ~-=

P7K -—-— .

=EEs=
——.

_—. —-- --J.

Figure 16.- Separation of sheets resulting from accumulation of corro-
sion products between faying surfaces, Xl. Exposed in tideWater

for 12 months. Panel 3C, alclad 24S-T3, was inserted for comparison
purposes; no accumulation of corrosion products at faying surfaces.

r
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T
Figure 17.- Localized corrosion on spot welds made with both llgoodlland

lipOOrll techniques xi,

after 2 days of exposure

Attack was almost as severe as shown here

to tidewater.

n

.

——
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.

.

Figure 18. - Macrostructure of weld zone of sample lC, alclad 2!-S-T3,
exposed “totidewater for 1 year, X20. Keller’s etch, 20 seconds.
Weld structure was sound and uniformly distributed between two sheets.
Structure was characteristic of group 1 samples which were welded
under conditions to produce sound welds after chemical preparation
of sheet surfac-es.

..

. =s=
Figure 19.- ~ea from upper left corner of nugget shown in figure 18,

Xloo. Keller!s etch, 20 seconds. No significant etient of corrosion

attack was observed on this sample.

—— ..—-— — —..— - ——— -—.——
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.,

.

Figure 20.- Typical appearance of portion of nugget, core, and clad
regions in sample lG, alclad 2.!IS-T3sheet, exposed 3 years to
laboratory atmosphere, ~_OO. Kellerts etch, 20 seconds. No
evidence of corrosion attack on this sample.

.

Figure 21.- Nugget-f@ng sWface interface of sample shown in figu-
re 20, 3100. Keller’s -etch,20 seconds. Structure was typical
of appearance of alclad 2.!G3-T3samples examined in this study. Note
continuation of higher-melting 2S clad into nugget zone and intrusion ~

.

of eutectic into core structure above and below cladding.

—. —— —— —
.
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Figure 22.- “-Most severe degree of pitting type of corrosion attack on
sample IE, alc,lad2.!@-T3,exposed 3 years to a sea coast”atmosphere,
XIJX1. Kelleris etch, 20 seconds. A~tack was concentrated near
weld zone and did not penetrate cladding.

Figure 23.- T
Macrostructwe of sample SC, alclad 2.!I.S-T3,welded under

conditions to produce cracking to surface and exposed 1 year to
tidewater, x20. Kel.lerlsetch, 20 seconds. Nugget has absorbed
portion of cladding on one surface. See figure 24.

————. —
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‘--w=’
Figure 211.- Area from the top-center surface of weld shown in figure 23,

Xloo. KelJ_er~setch, 20 seconds. Note that tiny fragments of

cladding have remained to pr~vide effective cathodic protection for
underlying core.

r. a---- -------------- ----- . .. . ... . . . .

-

Figure 25.- Macrostructure of sample SF, alclad 24S-T3, exposed 3 years -
to sea coast atmosphere after welding to produce cracks to surface,
X20. Keller’s etch, 20 seconds. Compare with figure 23. Note
corrosion attack in cladding in vicinity of weld along bottom.

.

.

——...— .- .—.— ———
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Figure 26. - Area from top center of figure 23 showing no significant
extent of corrosion attack on surface, Xloo. Keller’s etch,
20 seconds. Lower side of weld in figure 25 was similar in appear-
ance to “figure24.

. ..-- . .,. -d. ., * . . .. . . ...’ ./.:’”~:.r_... . . .. ,. . ..-. ..-, ~-.,~ .“:,>, .

v
Figure 27.- Example of expulsion between fayi.ngsurfaces of sample

alclad 2.!&Tj, welded under conditions to induce expulsion and
exposed 1 year to tidewater; X20. Kellerls etch, 20 seconds.

60,

/—
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.
Figure 28.- Area of expelled metal showing retention of layer of

cladding on either side., Xloo. Kellerls etch, 20 seconds. No
evidence of corrosion attack associated with this condition.

. .

.
- .,

‘.
r

,’4

. . - . - .- . .- - : ‘t..- ..- —

I
=s=’

Figure 29.- Macrostructure of sample 6F, alclad 2.!G3-T35welded under
conditions to produce expulsion and exposed 3 years in sea coast .
weather, X20. Kellerls etch, 20 seconds.

.—— -
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.

Figure 30. - Most severe degree of corrosion attack found ‘h this
specimen did not penetrate cladding. Area is from top center of

,. ’- figure 29, XIOO. Kellerls etch, 20 seconds. No significant etient
of attack on sheet away from weld zone. Note fine cracks in
lower left corner in nugget structure.

Figure 31.- sample
produce a sound
entirely to the

93, alclad
weld after
cladding,

24s-T3, welded under conditions to
wire-brush preparation. Nugget penetrated
X20 . Kellerfs etch, .20 seconds.

—.. —. — .—
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v
Figure 32.- Region from top center of figure 31 showing pronounced

extent of diffusion of copper into cladding and evidenqe of
corrosion attack, X.100. Kellerfs etch, 20 seconds. As shown in
figure 31, attack was confinedto small area where nugget approached
sheet surface.

.

=s?s=’
Figure 33.- General condition of diffusion of copper into cladding,

typical of appearance in all parts of sheet. Area is from upper
left corner of nugget in fi~ 31, moo. Ke~er’s etch~
20 seconds. No si~icant extent of corrosion was observed.

●

✎
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‘--s=
Figure 3b.- Macrograph showing weld nug@t slightly below clad surface

in sample 9F, alclad 2@-Tj, welded under conditions to produce a
sound weld after wire-brush preparation and exposed 3 years to sea
coast atmosphere, X20. Kellerls etch, 20 seconds. Compare with
figure 31.

65

v
Figure 3j.- Area from top center of figure 34 showing some evidence of

diffusion of copper into cladding but less pronounced than in fig-
ure 32, Xloo. Kellerts etch, 20 seconds: General condition of
surface attack throughout sample, not accelerated in vichity of
weld.

—.. _ _. —. — — .—
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T
Figure 36.- Etient of surface attack on opposite side of sheet from

region in figure 3s, XIOO. KellerIs etch, 20 seconds. Attack
penetrated over half of cladding thiclmess, but was not greater in
efient than in other parts of sheet surface away from weld.

/’

Figure 37.- Macrostructure of sample 2@, R-301-T6j welded IO produce
a sound structure after chemical preparation of sheet and exposed
3 years in tidewater, X20. Kellerls etch, 20 seconds.

—
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.

=E=
Figure 38. - No significant efient of attack was observed on outer or

faying surfaces of sample 2R4. Dark areas in cladding alloy are .
c~nstituent particles, aoo ● Kellerls etch, 20 seconds.

Figure 39.- Macrostructure of sample 2R6, R-301-T6, welded to produce
a sound structure after chemical preparation and exposed 3 years to
sea coast atmosphere, X20. Kelleris etch, 30 seconds.

.— .— —- -.——
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Figure ko.- Typical appearance of envelope of constituent particles
segregated along periphery of weld nugget, Xloo. Unetched. This
condition was characteristic of R-301-T6 sheet welds, was observed
in x33773-T6welds, but not apparent in alclad 2kS-T3 welds. Identi~
of constituents was not established completely but from etching

.
characteristics it was believed that they were of the insoluble
aluminum-copper-iron-manganesephase. The crack, possibly formed
during specimen preparation, illustrated susceptibility of the
condition to propagation of fracture.

Figure 41.- Example of general type of corrosion observed on outer and
inner surfaces of sample 2R6 in u parts of sample, Xloo . Kellerts
etch, 30 seconds.

,
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Figure b2.- Example of general type of corrosion observed on outer and

inner surfaces of sample 2R6 in alJ parts of sample, X500 . Keller Is
etch, 30 seconds. Attack appeared to be predominantly intdrgranular
but had not penetrated coating.

. .

=s=
Figure 43.- Cracks to surface and general unsound weld structure of

sample X-15, XB7SS-T6, welded with dirty electrodes and exposed
jyears to laborato~ atmosphere, X20. Unetched.

, .
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.

Figure ~.- Etched
30 seconds. No

appearance of sample
distinct evidence of

=s9=
X-15, X20. Kelleris etch.,
corrosion attack was observed.

.

‘

Figure h~.- Extremely severe intergranular corrosion attack accelerated
at periphe~ of electrode indentation of sample X-9, xB7~s-T6,

!welded with dirty electrodes after chemical preparation of surfaces
and exposed 12 days in tidewater, X20. Unetched. Note thin
envelope of constituent particles along periphery of nugget, shown
more distinctly in figure 47.

*
.

.
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NACATN 2538

Figure lJ6.- Etched appearance of sample X-9, X20. Kelleris etch,
20 seconds. Note intergranular attack along inner surface at
extreme ri’ght.
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Figure b7.- Area from upper right corner of figure 45,

.

=5=
Xloo. Unetched.
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=s=
Figure 48.- Same area as in figure 47 showing intergranul~ corrosion

attack, Xloo. Kellerfs etch, 30 seconds.

1.
\

/-: \

Figure 49.- Severe weld fracturing and intergranular corrosion attack
on inner and outer surfaces of sample X-13, XB7%-T6, welded
dirty electrodes and exposed 1 yew to sea coast atmosphere,
Unetched.

.

with
X20.
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Figure SO.- Etched appearance of
120. KellerJs

=5’=
macrostructme shown in figure 49,
etch, 30 second~. .

.
.

-’

v
l?igure ~l.- Intergranular attack along faying surfaces in region at

extreme right in figures 49 and SO, XIOO. Unetched.
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Figure S2.- Region from upper left corner of nugget (fig. SO) showing

intergranular attack, XIOO. Kelleris etch, 30 seconds. Note grain-
bound~ precipitate, visible at this low magnification, along
which attack is proceeding from left to right.
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